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Abstrrct 

This thesis is dedicated firat and foremost to exploring the causal relationships between 

silence and f h h h e  artistic d o n ,  espcdally as they aist in Isabel Made's Lo cma de 

los espritus. A basic premise of the argument is that den= must always adst within a 

context and that its context d&es i ts significance. It further attempts to establish links 

between the motivations for sifence, silence itself and artistic d o n  as it occurs during or 

following silence. 

This study identifies and interprets specific examples fiom the life of each principal 

f d e  character in the novel. These charactersy Clata, B h c a  and Albq form a matriarchal 

line which unites afl other characters and many events in the novel. It is noted that each of 

these characters voluntarily adopts silence after swiving a violent episode. Each proceeds 

to express herselfthrough creative plrsuits such as writing, sewing or pottery. In Allendeys 

work, silence is treated as both an event in the narrative and as a linguistic sign whose 

interpretation depends on such facton as context, the reader and cultural considerations. 

Expioratiotls of these cultid considerations include discussions of the spirituality of silence, 

politics and silence as a social coma. 

The secondary bane ofthe thesis explores the same (potentially causal) relatiomhips 

as they may exist outside the lit- context of the novel. Examples of the Chilean 

~ i l e r i s t o s ,  and the Argenthean Madres de la Plaza de Mayo are given as ones that 

somewhat parallel the experiences oftbe female characters in the novel insofar as they are 

women, mothers and survivors of violence and/or politid turmoil. 
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Intduction 

"Go placidly amid the noise and haste and remember what peace there may be in silence," 

advises the Desiderata.' Whether we are conscious of it or not, silence is part of our daily 

aristeocc, be it in contemplative thought, worry. study or any number of Bctivities which we 

undertake without speaking. In 1%5 Tie Olsen wrote an essay entitled "Silencesy' for 

Harps's magazhe. Twelve years later the essay had grown into an entire book on the same 

topic. Olsen's book, while not entireIy "academicy' in nature (that is to say, it seems to be 

more of a fi=ee-flow of ideas rather than a critical examination of silence), does ddve into 

silence in literature and the effect siknce may have on creation 

Olsen does not attempt to cleerty defim silence, nor does she seem to embrace the 

concept that there may be "peace . . . in silencey" as the above adage indicates. Instead, she 

speaks of "hidden silences; work aborted, defkmd, denied - hidden by the work which does 

not wme to fruiton'' (8). She also discusses the silence of cetlsorsbip as being a detarent, 

preventing the writer from tdling his I her stories (9). Thus, Olsen seems to indicate that at 

times den= is to the aeator what a d e  would be to an auimal, that it prevents the writer 

&om expressing himelf/ herself openly. 

For HtlZne Cixous, "silence is the mark of hysteria The great hysterics have lost 

speech, they are aphonic, and at times have lost more than speech: they are pushed to the 

point of chokhg, nothing gets through. They are decapitated, their tongues are cut off and 

what talks isa't heard because it's the body that and man doesn't hear the body" (49). 

Like 01- Cormus in this instance posits silence as a somewhat destructive force, which cuts 

As found in old Saint Paul's Church, Baltimore. Dated: 1692. 
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off the person (im this case, women specifically) fkom her voice, fiom expressing herselfin a 

way which can be understood explicitly by others. Certainly, Cixous' statement that silence 

is the 'had? of meria posits f&e silence in particular as being suspect, out of control 

a d  weak This is a fjlr cry Born the almost-too-idealistic placidity tbat silence represeats in 

the popular Christian reiigiow matise noted above. 

Deborah C d o ,  in her book, Tahbtg Back: Towmd a Lotrit American Ferninis 

Criticism, points out that a woman, "constrained by the absolute requirement of ignorance 

as a condition of goodness and suitability for married life, is unable to imagine a circumstance 

in which the silence may be brokenn (37) and that, "society does not allow women to express 

themseives'' (38). Like Cixous and Olsen, Castillo views silence as a force over which the 

subject (in this case, a Latin American f d e  subject) has no control. The oppression of 

silence is part of the social fsbrc into which her existence is interwoven. She cannot escape 

fiom it. Or can she? 

What if silence is neither a muale nor a "decapitation" as Olsen and Cixous seem to 

indicate? What if silence, aJready part of the social structure, can be redefined and used to 

empower, rather than to take away pow& Moreover, what if silence is not "cut off' b r n  

cormmraiattion at all, but is rather part of our entire communicative system which cannot be 

discussed in sinply reductionkt t aw?  These puestim are central to the present study which 

will examine women's silence as it occurs in Isabel Allende's La E ~ F O  de lm eqmfrrs 

(1982).* 

AU references to the novel are fiom the Plaza & Jan& (1993) edition, published 
in Spanish. AU page references are given in parenthetical notation. 
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The n o d  begins with a refken- to muteness, that is to say the =If-imposed silence 

of one of the main characters, Clara, "Ya entonces tenia el Wio de esai  las cosas m8s 

iqmtantes y m& mde, cuando r quedo mu& escrriia tambib Ias trivialidades . . ." (9). 

Despite the W that the novel opens by alluding so explicitly to silence and continues to 

mention it one notes thst the of critics m o r i e  Agosin excepted) have 

seldom noticed it and if so, thqr mention it in a rather pesfirnctory manna. Philip Swanson 

is among those who briefly &to silence in a marginal way. Buried on the ninth page of his 

article, "Tyrants aad Trash: Sex, Class and Culture in Lu cma de los eqmtm," is a minor 

refkrence to Clara's silence which Swaascm views as "a retreat into the Semiotic or haghwy 

unity with the motha, a challenge to the Symbolic Ordef' (226). For him, silence is directly 

connected to the world of spirits - "an essentially &male spacen (226), and he links it to the 

fke space of the Lacanh hmghmion His d b m e s  to Clara's silence seem to reinforce the 

view of her as a flighty, celestial character who has more power as a spiritualist than as a 

writer whose narrative powers cause her to fdl notebooks with the fhdy's history. 

Furthermore, Swapson overiooks Clara's d e  as a motha who is there for her M y  in times 

of need3 While in other parts of his study Swanson discusses the solidarity of the women and 

canpfnm and the power they have, when he discusses silence, he U s  to observe that each 

of the Trueba women becomes voluntarily silent and that this silence is part of a process 

which leads to h a  ultimate empowerment, as we will show in this thesis. 

Clara's ability to leave her celestial world and help her W y  in times of need are 
especially evident in the novel after the earthqde which destroys hs Tres Mas. Clara 
takes "charge of material things" (164), cooks (164). becomes Esteban's nurse (164), and 
travels alone for the first time when she goes to &ch Blanca, who is ill, from school 
(1 66). 
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This study posits that dence is nut shply an absence of dsco~se, a view that is 

traditional, canonical and Silence, when appropriated by the female subject, is as 

po- (aven ifin a subversive and marginal manna) as the words ofthe masters, the men 

who prevent woman's voice fkom being heard. LP azsa & lbs epmtus lends itself to this 

theory because it clearly demonstrates how silence can lead to empowerment of the fimale 

subject. 

One hypothesis is that silence newer Qdsts without a contextext Olsen has indicated that 

silence can exist in the context of "ceasorship." Cious discusses women's silence within the 

context of %ysterian, and Castillo within the larger - and not so reductionist - context of 

society. The pnsent study recognizes that silence, while at times imposed fiom outside a 

subject, simply does not exist without impetus. There is a cause which leads the subject to 

reject axtah tkns of communication, regardless ofwhether or not the subject is C O ~ O U S  

of thc motivation. Thus silence can be part of a process, or at least a causal relationship, 

b e e n  the motive that causes it ad the silence it& This relationship could be outlined as 

follows: 

motivation-silence 

The contexts in which the three writas above have discussed silence fit mto this type of 

causal nlationsbip. Once muzzled, or "decapitated?, it becomes Wdt for the individual to 

~~mmunicate- It would follow that, as a consequence, one is "cut off &om expression. But 

this does not necesserily bave to be the end of the story, at least for Castillo, who recognizes 

that, "silence b e  cannot provide an adequate basis for either a theory of literature or 
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concrae political action. Eventual& women must break silence and write, negotiating the 

tricky domains ofthe said and unsaid..." (42). Here, Cadlo recognizes that silence can be 

connected to writing, but like Olsen and Cixous, she views it as a weakening or destructive 

force which must be '&r,kenn in order fbr women to express themselves. Thus, castill0 does 

not view silence as part of a processy but rather a pattern which must be broken Ha 

interpretation could be defined thus: 

motivation - silence (rcmlt of motivation) 

breaking ~ilence - expression (result of the destruction of silence) 

C M o  presans one view which leads the subject to create following silence. There 

is another viewpoint which has not been considered. That is one in which silence exists not 

only as a r e d  of a causal relationship but also as a sfimuI11~ for fiding new ways of 

expfessiou. In other words, one can postulate that, once the subject rejects certain forms of 

communication and becomes silent, this can lead him or h a  to find newy previously 

unexplored ways to express himsdfor hasdf Silence is then both the result of one action and 

the impetus for another. Such a theory could be expressed as: 

motivation (event) =D silence * newfound ways of apr#sion 

This hypothesis forms the basic premise for the argument presented-in this thesis. Although 

the cbapters themdm do not include the diagrams detailed in this introduction, the diagrams 
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do save to indicate how silence will be addressed in this work There is a parallel structure 

between the progression ofthe hypothesis presented above and the order ofthe chapters in 

this work, 

It stands to reason that we must address not only the question of the fanale 

characters' silence(s), but also the causal relationships between the events which precede 

silence and the silence itself So offa reviewing the literature about the w d  and dence in 

Chapter One, and briefly attempting to d e h e  silence fbr the purposes ofthis study in Chapter 

Two, Chapter Three deals with how the fbmale characters in this novel redefine and re- 

appropriate silence for their own means, after surviving violence, which b the systematic 

cause for their silence. Allende crafts h a  tale using various kinds of silence to express 

emotions, defiant reticence or rebellion This chapter will explore how traditional ideas of 

dence as an imposition is subverted when the femae subject h 1 y  chooses silence instead 

of simply allowing it to be imposed on her. It is not umil the next chapter that creation, as a 

product of silence, is addressed. 

Chapter Four attempts to show how the female characters qyietly empower 

themselves through creative expression born of their silence, I&g hem to Survive both 

violence and violation, as they strengthen their sense of themselves u women and as human 

beings. As Colleen Kattau Cram notes in The m c  of Memory and Imagination in Lcl 

ccarr l bs eqirifrcs by Isabel Ailendey', the novel "spans three! matrilineal genefations (and 

one generation unborn)" (150). As in the previous chapter, examples wiU be givm as they 

refate to the matriarchal line ofthe charaaas. That is to say that Clam will be studied first, 

Blanca second and Alba Iast. 
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Wbiie it is evident that the male characters in this novel, such as Esteban Trueba, do 

experience momeats ofsilence, and masake silence may be a product ofa motivation, there 

is no systematic representation of silence as antral to male characters' survival as it is for 

fhnak dmmctem. Nor do examples of mascub silence posit that silence is the d aspect 

of a process which leads to alternate fi,rms of exprsssio~~, Each of the key figures in this 

matriarchal line becomes silent at some point in her life due to cir~umsfances beyond her 

COWL These circumseances are not merely the ever-present social constraims discussed by 

Castillo* but are events which can be ideatEed individually and explicitly through examples 

of  violence and I or torture witbin the context of the novel. That is not to say that these 

"events" (ones wbich include domestic abuse, for example) are not influenced by cultural 

fktors, but rather that they can be identified as individual events which are the direct cause 

of subsequent and d e l i i e  silences on the part ofthe characters. 

It is already evident that the novel is being considered within its 'Wtural" context 

This, of course, presumes that the novel has such a context and that it is worthy of 

consideration. Whik the country in which the novel is set is newer named, aitics such as 

Kattau Craven (150), Majorie Agosin (448 in 'lsabel Mende: La caw L lm eqmfus'?, 

Marcelo Coddou (167), Susan Lucas Dobrian (109). Gabriela Mora (54) and Alina 

Camacho-Gingarich (13) agree that the setting is the author's native Chile and the author 

relies heavily upon historical events to shape the ~ n t s  of the novel. In fact. Allende hemK 

in her chapter 'Writing as an Act of Hope" in P& of Resistance: The Art rod CrqP of the 

Political Novel, aconfes that the novel did not begin as such, but rather as a letter to her 

grandfatha as he lay dying in Chile, while she lived exiled in Venezuela (41-42). Peter Eark 
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adds that Auende's late grandmother is "the main model for Clara de1 Valle'' (543), the 

c k a c k r  whose life unfolds throughout the novel ftom ten years of age until her death, and 

whose relationships to -- and with -- other characters are the common denominator which 

uuites all the cmtd, and many sewndary, characters. 

Thus, it is evident that a study of this novel needs to acknowledge that the cultwe, 

history and politics of the writer's homeland influenced the creation of this work, which was 

published less tban ten years after the military coup which took the lift of President Salvador 

Allende, the author's d e .  Willy Muaot is one critic who xmhtah  that the fiction of the 

novel simply m o t  be separated fiom the actual events which it represents and ventuns to 

suggest that "el lector. . . deja de considerar la ficcioddad dei texto y se concentra en una 

lectura basada en el convencimiento de la vaosimilitud de lo qye pasa en la novela" (434). 

While this study does not go so far as to advise that one forget that the text is indeed 

a fiction, neither does it attempt to deny what an ovsrwhelraing number of critics agree upon, 

and that is that the events of this novd clearly parallel events that took place in Chile and to 

that end, that it can be considered a personal fictionalized account of history and culture. 

Themfbre, considerations ofcuhrae, social religion and politics will not be ignoted 

in this investigation. 

Because it bas been established that the novel is somewhat representative of histo~y, 

and that sodel and @tical contexts are elements which cannot be ignored in an indepth 

study ofthis novel, the issue of silence in a larger context - that is to say, one outside the 

novel - needs to be addressed. In other words, we win attempt to-address the question of 

whether or not the hypothesis that 



motivation (event) - dence - new-found ways of expression 

holds true witbin the fictitious context of the nod, a d  whether it also holds true outside this 

conte%t, that is to say, in reality- This would allow for a more globalized study of dence, one 

that d a s  not lhnit itselfsoldy to the literary realm. h order to undertake this second f b t  

of the study, anotha adstic firm, the Chilean appliqu6d wall-hangings known as mpiilems 

- and the women who created them - will be discussed later in the study. ArpiIfertar have 

been chosea precisely because they have the sem cultural context as the novel, that is to say, 

South America and specifically, Chile. The political violence portrayed in the novel is 

representative of the violence that took plaa under the military dictatorship in the 1970s in 

Chile- Ifsome examples of the characters' silence in the novel stem &om political violence in 

the given fictitious context, perhaps the mpilerm are a response to silence and political 

violence in real He. Such parallelisms will be defined and explored in Chapter S k  

A h a l  note on the raructure of the chaptas requires a word of thanks to Ron Thome- 

Fmch. The structure of his work, W i n g  the Siftme: lk O n ' '  and Tiearbtent of Male 

fiokztz qgufmt W00nen9 which indudes them-neked subtitles throughout the chaptets to 

complement the o v d  motif of the chapter, sewed as inspiration for the current study. 

Ratha than fragmEn the text, these tities save to underscore pertinent ideas that are central 

to the discussion. 

Sating the Stage for Silence Key Points to Consider in the N6vd 

B&re progressing to the analysis of the novel, it is important to highlight some key 
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events that ocau in this narrative and that place considerable emphasis on the familiaf and 

romantic relatinships that exist between the characters. The following brief synopsis is 

offered to contexfu8lize some of the examples that are off& throughout the rest of the 

study. 

As mentioned, the novel opens by alluding openly to both silence and creation, by 

stating that Clara, at ten years ofage engages actively in both activities, Wa entonces tenia 

el habito de escxiiir las cosas importantes y mis tarde, cuando se quedo muda, e s c n i  

tambih las trivialidades . . ." (9). For Clara, writing is a habii a lifeong pursuit that is 

expiored fUrtha and kcams more pro& during her silences. It should be noted that words 

such as "se quedo muda", indicate that Clara's silence is voluntary. The verb choice here is 

a reflexive one, ''cpedarse". This verb comp1ements the noun we& but the narmtor could have 

chosen mother expression that would have avoided any implications that the silence was self- 

imposed, such as " b 1 e  callar" or %star redutida a1 silencion. Systematically throughout 

the novel, however, this is not the case. Often, the verbs used to discuss the f d e  

chatted silence in this novel imply that silence is a choice on the part of the character, as 

the above acample indicates. 

Clara is also psychically gated and is able to predict the future and m o m  telekinesis. 

H a  frst episode of silence occurs afEa she witnesses the post-mortem violation of her sister, 

Rosa, at the hands of the medical assistant who is supposedly p e g  the body for burial. 

None of the fhdy's attempts to coax Clara into speaking again are ~ ~ c c e s s f . u I ~  Instead she 

fixllses on the spirit world, Uncle Marcos' books and h a  own ctiudkmos- These notebooks 

serve Alba, two generations later, to fill in gaps in the narrative for it is she, along with ha 
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grandfirthe who jointly narrate the story. 

A h a ' s  g a d h t k ,  EstEsteben T& bad been prombedRosa's hand in marriage- Upon 

ha d e  he dedicates himselfto making his estate, Lar Tres Mmhr, a access. H e  returns 

nEne years lata to q u e s t  Clero's hand in mmhge. Clara, whose clairvoyant abilities caused 

her to expect the proposal, accepts and the two are married. 

Clara, a c e l d  character who prrfas the spirit world to the d one, is a somewhat 

detached wifb. It quickly becomes evident that Eseban's obsession to be sucadb l  extends 

to his wife and his marriage, and he is convinced that one day Clara will be the d e  of his 

dreams, "Esteban se jur6 que tarde o t e m p o  ella llegsria a amarlo en la forma e~ que 

necesitaba ser qwrido, amque para lograrlo tuviera que emplear 10s reavsos I& exfremosyy 

(97). Although the couple lack a catain intimacy, their first child, Blaaca, is born not long 

afta they are married. As a toddler at the country home, Blanca encounters Pedro Tercero 

(105), her playmate who would go on to be her lifelong love. During Clara's second 

p q m c y  (with twim, as she correctty predicts), it it dear that Clara is in no condition 

to continue tbc pngaaacy m the camtry and the fhdy prepam to retum to the city. The trip 

tins Clara significantly and she eatas a long period of silence to recuperate (1 12). She speaks 

again only a fhw days before the babies ere bom. 

J h e  and Nicolh are born in the M y ' s  city residence. Their names are a point of 

grave contention ktwaD Chra and Estcban. The latter is caraged and demands that bis ism 

have traditional m y  names and that one of &em ought to a n y  their Wefs  m e .  Clara 

carefully explains, 70s nombres rqetidos crean confusion en 10s cuademos de anotar la vida 

y se mantuvo inflexlile en su decision'' (1 14). Episodes such as this one demonstrate how 
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important the creation of her texts is to her and MaMish that she is willing to endure the 

wrath of h a  husband to protect them. 

As Blanca and Pedro T a e a o  grow &om childhood into adole~~e~~ce ,  their 

relationship matures as they do. They keep it secret, insuitiveiy knowing that their dass 

diBbnce would make them an ummqtable couple. At tbis time, Pedro Taceso begins to 

express his leftist political convictions in the lyrics of the songs he writes (149). As BIanca 

and Pedro Tercao seadly become more attached to one anothery C h  and Esteban become 

more distant, a progression culminating in the installation of a bolt on Clara's bedroom door 

(1 73) and her declaration that their marriage has deteriorated beyond repair- 

Jean de Satigny mysteriously befriends Esteban and subsequently asks for Blancays 

head in mamiage (178). She declines, but soon after becomes pregnant with Pedro Tacao's 

baby Upon 1- this, her fiaha is enraged and fbrces her to marry the Frenchman (205). 

Jean whisks Bknca away to live with him in the North (237) where she lives contentedly until 

she discovers the tanile and dark side of her husband, concludes that her soon-to-be-born 

daughter cannot grow up under his roof and leaves him to return to life with her parents 

(248). Once rehrrned to the s a f i  oftha firmily home, she resumes her p d c e  of creating 

ceramic figures, a custom she had given up during marriagey despite long letters from her 

mother encouraging her not to give up her artistic endeavours. 

Alba is born m her gmdjmrent's house @SO), where she grows up surrounded by her 

clairvoyant mother, her irritable 8f811-er (253)' hex celestial grandmother (254) and her 

bibliophilic uncle Jaime (257). Blanca takes AOba to mat her biological fder, Pedro Tercao, 

at a parmged meting in a park (264). Following this reunion, the two lovers begin to see 
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one mother again 

Estcben Garde, the bastard son of Esteban Trueba, seeks out his biological Wer to 

petition him for money, so that he may go to school to learn to become a poliaman Whik 

awaiting his estmged fkther, he encounters AIba and cbmdy attempts to assault her sexudly 

(272), but is interrupted by the imminent arrival of hispation, who concedes to the young 

man's request for money and sends hhn away. This mnt foreshadows the tortun Alba will 

s u f k  at ha illeghkte brother's bands some years later when she is arrested after a lllilitary 

c a p  d'&# has occuncd, during which her brother Jaime is asashated (350) and her lover, 

Mi@, bas kcom known as a revolutionary and goes underground (376). After h a  arrest 

(381) she is  taken to C o d  Esteban Garda The young boy used the money his patron gave 

him not ody to become a police officer, but also to gain the power to seek revenge on the girl 

who is heir to "his" fbrtune. Fmally he bas Alba at his mercy and (&)uses the power afforded 

him by his position to interrogate, torture and rape her. 

Alba is later released fiom prison and returns to the f b d y  home to live once again 

with her grandfbther, where she begins to write ha testimoay. This testimony is lata 

combined with her gran&therYs narrative when she writes her fumily's history. Alba also 

retrieves her grandmother's notebooks fiom the basement- where they have been stored 

since her death - and uses the i n f b d o n  and stories contained in them to round out her 

own narration of the fkmily's history. Clara's notebooks become an essential component of 

the narrative because Clara's relationships to other characters and her experiences are 

di&nnt fiom Esteban's and so the content of her diaries enhance and emich the story in a 

unique way that could not be achieved without her textual contribution. 
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In ficct, Alba comments that the notebooks, not only "savirian para nscatat la 

mawcia dd pasado'' but also help her "sobmrivir a [su] propio espanto". AIba mentions the 

dual purpose of the notebooks, both at the vny begirming of the novel on page 9 and 

reiterates these words on the final page of the novel (41 1). This reptition underscores the 

signi.6- of both the contents of the nrcr6enwrs fiom a historical point ofview (they help 

Alba to fill in gaps in her chronicle), but also &om a personal and mental point of view. By 

reading, interpnting and understanding what her gmdmother wrote, Alba is able to piece 

together her fhdy's history aml she is abie to re-constmct and redefine hem& her 

memories, her identity and h a  dignity after survivbg torture at the hands of Garcia Alba's 

vexy act of writing is an empowering one because she enwms the story will not be lost, will 

not be Id to gather dust as her grandmother's diaries were Wore she read them. Her act of 

writing allows her to cecuperate mentally, spiritually and emotionally while she also 

recuperates physically after her ordeal, Alba's writing parallels the Chilean cupillerar, insofir 

as they too, are a cnative act born out of a need to survive and a desire for a story to be told 

and for a p a  to be preserved. 

In this brief summary of the ofthe xmvel, the relationship between the episodes 

of silence and creative activity may be intuitively apprehended. The novel's distinct 

development ofthis relationship will be examined in subsequent chapters. 



Chapter One 

Studying the Put 

What the Critics Say: Edrting Studies on Lo epro I lar c l s j p i H ~ ~  

Philip S n n ,  in his article, "Tyreats and Trash: S q  Class aud Culture in Lo cara de Ibs  

e q ~ W , d ~ ~ " f h e ~ o f a a o v d b l c r a a n r & l m e q m ~ s . .  .isthatwhat 

it lacks in richness and multiplicity, it gains in sheer emotional and political powef' (21 8). 

That is pahaps because, while the parallels between the fictitious world in which Mende's 

c~l ive~haownnativtChikenmvaapealystatedinthenovef ,  theyarrdifticult 

to dbte, as has been noted. In fkt, Marjorie Agosin, in her article, rsabel Allende: La COEL) 

cle has eqpmus", argues that, "Ip caw & bseqri i tw presenta una doble lectura textual- En 

primer tenniao, la historia de la fhmdia Trueba y sus inolvidables integrantes, de hijos 

legitimos y bastardos. En un segundo nivel, la novela sugiere nitidamate la historia politica 

y social de Chile desde 5 de siglo ham la @oca ~" (448). 

This political richness has led to a m e m s  ~ o n s  of the novel CmcIuding those 

of Swanson and Agosin cited above) which allow the reader to understand one of the 

underlying contats of the novel. The political aspaxs of the book have been studied &om 

varied, and not strictly literary, perspectives as well. For example, in Viwr Women a d  

PoNm Protest in Lutin Amerim, a collection of essays on the situation of the Letin 

American woman, cathehe M Boyle explores the position of Chilean women in the 1970s. 

In her essay, "Touching the Air The Cultural Force of Women in Chilen, she cites tht 

protagonist of La aasa 1 los espmtas as a typical example of the politidy adive Chilean 



womito, 

The political ospeas of the novel, along with considerations of its "magical reak~n,"' 

have led to various studies wbich compare Lu caw rle los e9p- to the renowned South 

American novel Cien cdbs de sole& (1967) by Gabriel Garcia M6quez Both novels 

address the themes of the supematml, the history of a M y 9  sad the social and political 

history of the native countries of each author, thus providing the structure h r  intense 

comparative studies of the two works. Susan Lucas Dobrian's ad&, W mito y la rrmgia 

femenina en Liz casa cde im eqpiiiftrs" is among the more notable of these comparative 

studies. Howewer' other critics are not o t e d  to simply compare the two works, as Robert 

Antoxi demonstrates in his article, "Parody or Piracy: The Relationship of Z k  House of rhe 

Spriits to One Him&ed Yems of Solhrak", in which he speaks disapproviogly of Allende's 

novel, calling it a plagiarism or at the very least, an obvious imitation of Garcia Wquez's 

masterpiece. 

But whetha it be in a positive Aristotelian sense that one must imitate great 

masterpieces in order to produce/create art oneself or in the more modem and much more 

negative sense of plagiarism, the criticism that Allmde's first novel is simply an imitation of 

the Columbim writer's greatest, most canonized and revered work is somewhat udhk. Any 

'In Mama2 l ie'minos literarios, Joe Bas and George Iwanaga define "el 
realism0 ndgico" as a "tendencia literaria de mediados del siglo XX que coasiste en 
deformar 10s conceptos del tiempo y espacio, para presentar una vision turbia, a veces 
sobrenahual, de amntecimientos y hechos wtidianos, resultando que tanto 10s pasonajes 
wmo el lector se trasladan a un muado de htasia* (136). Gloria Bautista, a feminist and 
Hispanist, supports this in her article, "El realism0 migico en Lu wra L lix eqmftcs," by 
stating that AUende uses magical realism to "expresar lo inacpresable en una tiema donde 
la realidad y la magia son inseparablesn (299). 
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critic who chooses to label a work as being simp1y an imitation of another must also intend 

to discredit and devalue the artist's own, independent capacity to create. 

This accusation led to fhi& readings o f h  cora dp lbs espmtas which opened a 

dialogue in favour of the nod, deIinrliag it not as a plaghism of Garcia Mirquez, but rather 

as a reread@ of the cammiad text - one with its own literary7 political and creative roots. 

EIzbieta SkIodowska in her book Lup8om'u en la mievcr mIb hiqpanam&cana (296e 

1985) goes so far as to posit Allende's work as a parody of Garcia Mirquez' novel saying 

that, "La parodia aparece en La cacrr cde lm epriins en form de un juego ironic0 y 

ambivalente de rechazo y atraccion, de apropiacion y transpsion y no corn0 una mera 

reproduction de Cien oilar de soiedd' (155). 

Like Sklodowska, Philip Swanson atso is among those who defend that Allende's 

work is M y  a plagiarism of Garcia Mtbquez's novel, claimkg "The efFect of her work is 

to invert the Garcia Miirquez model rather than imitate it" (218). This "inversion" is most 

evident at the end of Wende's novel when Alba is preparing for the arrival of her baby. 

Alba's unborn baby represents hope for the fbture. In contrast, the birth at the end of Cien 

aibs de m M c o u l d  barmy be considered representative of hope or new beginnings, since 

the baby is born with a "wh cde cercto," a pig's tail, indicating an almost sub-human state. 

Moreover, in one of the last scenes of the Garcia Marque2 work, the child is found dead, 

being voraciously devoured by ants. This pmve&l scene at the end of the novel expresses the 

end of the ffmilial list, or ratba, that the story has come &Il-circle and will, like the Buendia 

hey end. 

One notes with interest that, wide Cien cdks & soleabd closes on a somewhat more 
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negative note than LP C I L ) ~ ~  & Zm espiMiu7 it is also based on a patriarchal fhdy histoiy 

where the men are the political, ditary d even inuuectuai Ieaders and women are relegated 

to being mothers, sisters and whom. In other words, the Garcia Wirquez novel presents 

warnen's mks only as they relate to men's roles. The M e  characters in the novel are not 

strong, independent women whose existence as women plays a prominent role in the work 

Allende's novel f h s e s  more on matriarchal relationships and ends with a new We - 
the ultimate creation of the mother-figure - representing new hope for the future. Various 

readings of AUende's novel have been dedicated to its terninst or matriarchal elements, in 

which the importance of the f d e  subject is paramount. Women and their roles are both 

explored and celebrated in these readings. Among them are, "Esaitum y escrifora~: The 

Artist-Protagonists of Isabel AUende" by Susan de Carvalho and Ysabel AUende's La favr 

de 2' ~~ ad the Literature of Matrilineage" in which Mary Mmez Parham considers 

the themes of c0Mcation between geaaations and addresses the mother-figure as the link 

bemeen the past sad the fidun. She cias an csseatisl dement in the literature of matrilineage 

as "the importance assigned to communication between women" (194) and declares that La 

casa L las q r i i f u s  '5s hdeed a book tbat nust be placed with the literature of matdineage¶ 

as the novel . . . portrays a woman's firernother as the link to her pat, as her Ilurturer' 

protector and teach6 (200). 

Thus, two diffQcnt schools of thought are evident in the criticism of La caw L los 

eqiitur.  There are those studies which cast a dark shadow over the novel, by judging it as 

a fided imitation of mother, whereas others bring the positive arpe*s of the novel to light, 

seeking and dedhcling the original and/or the femiaine I f e s t  aspects, and maintaining the 
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value of AUende's fmt work for what it is: Isebel AUende's pasod (understood as being 

biased andfor fictionalized) account of her M y  and her cau11tqr which began as a letter of 

anecdotal memories of her grandfiather as he lay dying, and later became her fint novel.' 

Siknce Within the Chilean Literary Context 

Intertextual refkences between Lo earrr & l' eqriitus and other works have been firmly 

e s t a b W  by various critics, as was noted above. This, h o w ,  is ody patt of the context 

in which the novel exists; there is also the historical context of the novel to consider. Befbn 

Alleade, Gab* Mistral6 (18894957) was among the fint of Chilean women writers of 

some note to address the question of woman as absence; that is to say, she claimed that 

women do not have a voice in society, simply because they are women, while men possess 

both Voicen and power. Boyle postulates that the poet laureate: 

was searchiag fbr ways ofbeing female that weze not pure negation, that were 

not a continud act of asserting in the face of negative values, in the face of 

being defined as waything that was not male: ways, that is, that a p r d  

the paaitive, the active, the possibilities ofwown, whether won and llfilled, 

or lost and abandoned. (156) 

Ssee Isabel Allende's essay 'Writing as an Act of Hopen in P& of R e s i . e e :  
me AH d C@ of the Politid N o d  (1989) for her personal account of the 
development of to cau, L 10s eqriitus. 

Born Lucila Godoy Alcayaga, Mistral becaw h o u s  in 1914 after being 
awarded a Chilean national prize for her three f h o u s  "Sormets of Death". Then, in 1945 
she was Nobel Prize Laureate - the first Latin American ever to have this honour 
bestowed on her work. 
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Boyle continues by exploring Mistral's preoccupation with physical and political 

spaces in h a  texts, saying that Mistrai: 

namd the ri@ to to dominion. That is crucial, and is at the heart of the 

impetus fbr expression, cultural and political, of women in Chile today, who 

are now naming themselves, and whose kingdoms', like those of Gsbrida 

Mistral's princess, are born fkom the imagination, go beyond the sclfand the 

confines of their physical limits into politics, into what has too long been 

 toa as public&. Wcmeaiafeministmovementslookto transgress the 

boundaries ofpower, but bybeing womea, b y e  as women, by demanding 

as women and as &hens. They are looking to neutralize the idea of public 

and private realm. They are moving the political parameters, placing 

thcmJetves ia the center, in rnuitiple centers of political life; they are d g  

the problem, e k b a h g  the notion of the 'woman question', which has long 

been defined as a problem, and posing the real problem of the gender 

question, which goes deep to the mots ofsociety. (157) 

AUeade's characters also make demands both as women and as citizens. Clara's 

mother, Nivca, is noted as being a politically conscious feminist, one who leaves the comfort 

ofher home with sdl@ste wUeague!s to petition the mories for better working conditions 

(83) and is later d e d  "la primera fimhkta del pais" (120). Cbra, who accompanies h a  

mother on ha sufhgette CXCU~S~OI~S, recognizes the discrepancy between the social c b  in 

which her f d y  lives and the poverty of the Mary workers to whom her mother speaks 

(83). There is a definite dichotomy established between the classes at this point in the novel. 
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It is clear that for aU Nivea's philanthropic intentions, she has never lived in the same 

conditions as the women to whom she preaches. Despite h a  bourgeois attitudes' she is still 

the vay first among the M y  women to be mn slightly politically or sodally aware. Even 

ifNivea never leaves the comfort ofher own class to undertake charitable worlg her deeds 

do have an e&ct on Clara, who develops her own social consciousness, even if only to note 

the firtility ofher mother's practise when she writes, "con asombrosa intuition, que las obras 

de caridad no podian mitigar la mormmental injustician (83). Clara ultimately does not follow 

in her mother's hypoaitid but wel-intended footsteps. She does, however, roll up hex 

sleeves to work side by side with the peasants' in particular' Pedro Segundo, aRer an 

earthquake destroys Las Tres MMas (158-1 59). Unlike h a  mother, Clara does not simply 

preach to those less fortunate. In times of need, she works with than. 

Each generation becomes progmsbely more politically and socially aware. Blanca, 

who seaetty guards huge stashes of food for the finaEly, mamtarma 
. . *  g that "pase lo que pase, 

no hay que bajar de niveln (332). But later, Alba points out the selfishness of her mother's 

attitude and Blaaca has a change of heart. Ha social awareness uproots her desire for middle- 

class comfbrts as she opens the home to hungry children and women and feeds them, despite 

her fatha's disapproval (361). Blanca is also politically aware enough to know that her 

Wong love, Pedro Tercero, is in grave danger after his name is published in a List of people 

who should present themselves to the authorities (369). She seaetly hides him in one of the 

meny moms of the house and does not reveal that he is there until she begs her father to help 

him escape from the country (3 71). 

Alba is the most politiCany aware and socially active of the Trueba women. She 



participates in political protests (304), shows enough political awareness to debate her 

opinions with her graadfhther (3 l6), steals fkom the faroily's f d  supply to give it to her 

revolutiomy cmpifam (3331, transports those in need ofasyhm to embassies and assists 

them to get past the guards (359), sdls the furniture and paintings in the house to give the 

money to her rebel fiends (377), and is k l i y  arrested for her political endeavours. 

While Boyle overlooks the political acts of Allende's characters, she does point out 

that in 1989,2000 women in Sadago 'bvzriked in silence dong the main avenues ofthe centre 

of Santiago, carrying adboard cut- of'disappeared' people, each one with a name? No 

words wem spoka, ody the image was sari, tumntambted by slogans, for by that time the 

word was not to be trusted in Chilen (170). The political regime which caused the 

disappewauce of thousands of Chileans led to the awakened political consciousness of 

(pahaps) previously apolitical M e  figures, thus causing them to act individually (each one 

making a placard) and collectively (protesting) and, most intriguing, choosing not to use 

words to express tbdr discontent, but finding other silent means to express their anger, their 

protest and their nbdlion. Betbn the Chilean women, the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo 

(discussed in more detail below) were perhaps among the first who dared to transgress the 

open spaces of the city to protest and place themselves at the centre of attention. Moreover, 

' In Scraps of Lifo: Chilean ArpiIIer~s, Marjorie Agosin notes: 
The term disalppemms was used for the ht time to descnibe a specific 
governmental practice which was applied on a wide scale in Guatemala 
after 1966, in Chile toward the end of 1973 and in Argentina beginning in 
March, 1976. To dksaplpeur means to be snatched off a street comer, or 
dragged h m  one's bed, or taken fkom a movie the& or cafe either by 
police, soldiers or men in civilian clothes, and fkom that moment on, to 
disappear from the hce of the earth, leaving not a single trace. It means 
that all knowledge of the ~ ~ a r e d  is totally lost. ( 3 4 )  
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they redefined their artistic space to reflect their awakened political wasciousmss. 

Ewe examine how space is "redefined" in Anende's noveI, two examples stand out. 

Both invdve the private space of the home being converted into a sanctuary for political 

activists, fint when Alba offas temporary d b g e  to escapees until safk transport to an 

embassy can be arranged (359, and secondly when Blaaca confesses that she has been 

concealing her lover, Pedro Tercero, in one ofthe many rooms ofthe large W y  home to 

protect him (369). 

Previous Studies on Silence, Marginality and the Subject 

References to silence can be found in Hispanic literature since Sor JWM In& de la Cnu 

(1651-1695) and perhsps earlier- Sor Juana's renowned "Respuesta a Sor ~ilotea,"' responds 

to a letter fkom Bishop don Manuel F d d e z  de Santa Cnrz signed as "Sister Filotea", a 

Mownun, iawbichhtsuggatsthatSorJ~giveupstudyiagmdwritiagasthesepursuits 

are not becoming ofa Christian woman, kt alone a nun Sor Juana pleads ignorance, but 

counters the letter point for point, making an even stronger case for women's erudition- 

Although she mentions silence offen, one of the most poignant instances is when she subtly 

reappropriates the mean@ of the biblical phase Womm learn in silence'' by saying., "Muiier 

in siknfro d i e ,  siendo este lugar [de la Biblia] mis en favor que en contra de Ias mujeres, 

pues mancia que aprendaq y mientras aprmden clan, esth que es necesario que den"  She 

Quoted here &om, Sor J u a o  Ids de la Cnur Selection. Madrid: Editorial 
National, 1978 (80-81). 
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goes on to argue, W tambih esti escrito: Audi Iwcael, et me'; donde se habla con toda la 

coI6CCi6n de 10s hombres y mujeres, y a todos se mmda callar, poque Men oye y aprende 

es mucha d n  qpe atieada y d e . "  

Despae Sor Juana's direct refirces to silence and women's education in her letter 

of 1691, it is still samewbat difficult to cncam~r Spanish or Latin Amaicaa Iitersrry criticism 

which dirrctty considers the queston of silence within a text written by a woman This is not 

to say that critics of Hispanic literature do not recognize silence as operational within texts. 

On the contraryy one can find refiereaces to silence in numerous studies (Swanson's article, 

for example). But these refixences are fbr the most part m q i d  co111113etltaries that bave little 

to do with the main theme of the present study, for as Swanson proved earlier' critics m l y  

link women's siknce to empowerment, nor do they see it as sometimes having its roots in 

violence stemming from a patriarchal society. 

However, Mejorie Agosin is one critic who has set henelf apart &om others by 

openly and d e h i e l y  confio~tting the question of silence in Lath American women's 

discourse. She casts her gsm widely on all aspects of culture: the women to whom she refers 

may be authors, characters in a book or everyday people. In her book of essays, Women of 

Smoke (1989)' she comments on how a Hispic woman's silence is imposed on her fkom the 

outside, and has been for centuries, by the patriarchal society in which she liws and the 

Quiet, Israel and listen. 
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Chrach in which she believes." Agosin states that this silence has become a tool that women 

have leamed to use to question tbat same society and demand that it take responsibility for 

its wrongdoings, "By their plblic actions, they hsve become importcmt and influential in Latin 

American politics. They have learned to use old political techniques in new and dramatic 

ways. For instance, their dent and passive marches speak louder and more eloquently than 

any oration would" (42). Used initially to constrain and make imisile, silence can be 

subversively used to deny its intended effect. 

The silent protests of women referred to by Agosin are those such as the Madns de 

la Plaza de Mayo, women in Argentina who in April of 1977 began to passively and silently 

march around the Plaza de Mayo to protest the disappearance of their sons, brothers and 

husbands and other M y  members. Each woman wore on her head a white handkerchief 

with the names ofha "disappeared" loved ones and the last date they were seen embroidered 

around the edge. The women met and protested every Thursday at the same hour and their 

protests became weIl-known, not only in Argentina, but in many parts of South America and 

beyond. 

Agosin ream& that the military told the women to go home, but that the protestas 

used to their admaage the theon the Spaniards brought to the New World of treating the 

mother-figure with the utmost respect end veneration, and the soldiers lefk the protesters for 

the most part unhamred (37-38). Furthermore, she marntnmr . *  that such silent protests 

lo Agosin's view that silence is imposed on a woman from outside her p k a J  
woman at the centrey surrounded by an oppressive patriarchal fbrci  This is an intriguing 
contrast to Boyle's comment about women moving "political parameters, placing 
themselves in the centre, in multiple centres of political We" (1 57). For Agosin, being in 
the "centre" almost seems to imply beiig oppressed while the opposite is true for Boyle. 
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empower the women and shape them into potitically aware 6guns who pestion, &out 

uttering even one word, the n6litary and their actions: 

The white kerchiefk and the slow, silent, circular march around the pyramid 

in the Plaza de Mayo create a fhmle political character- The silence reflects 

the silence imposed on the &male gender for centuries, which reiegated 

women to waiting. to resignation- But here, dace holds a new significance. 

It is a sileace that aoaue~, a siknce that asks, "Where are our ch i Ib? ' '  (93) 

In this example, the connection between women's silence and their creativity is 

ewident The embroidery of the Madres de la Plaza de Mayo is an inversion of the f e e  

(stereo)type essociated with d s  and domestic artistry. The female subject here is not one 

who spends her time on fkivolities such as  decorating a plain white kerchief to increase its 

aeshtic value, but ratba one who uses the tools and materials at hand to express her social 

and political awareness, thus converting her axtimy into a sign of protest. 

The words (true or untrue) of tbe politicians and soldiers directed towards the Madres 

de la Plaza de Mayo such as, "Your son is in the underground and is outside the country" 

(Agosin 36) may disappear into nothingness once spoken However the kerchiefs created by 

the protesters would endure, silently representing forever that other creation of the f d e  

body, the a d  (im this mry ''disappearedn person whose mother has yearned to know 

hidher whereabouts). 

Agosin's studies of the arpiaemS and their cnatorg the cap iZIer i~ ,  such as "Agujas 

que hablan: las arpilleristas chiIenas9' and Smqs of Lve: Chilea ArpiIIeras also ofm the 

reader innovative theories about how women express themselves without words. Agosin 
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d h s ~ ~  how thae subjects "Jpeak" through their art and how they remember and preserve 

their s toh  in much the same way as Allende's character, Alba, Wrifes down the story of her 

f k d y  "para rescatar las cosas dd pasado y sobnvivir a [su] propio espanton (41 1). 

However, studies such as those by Ago* in which the author explores the 

phenomenon of silence as it dates to women, are the exception. Studies of this theme are 

more common outside ofHispanic literary circles, such as Patricia Laurence's Z k  Reding 

of Silence: V i i u  W W i n  tk English Tradition (1991), in which the various types of 

silence Woolfernploys in ha m t b e  are studied. Laurence's stand is that WooIf was a 

. .  
m a r p a b d  subject in her society, not oaly for being a woman (let alone being a "woman 

writer") but also for being an o p d y  innovative thinker with regards to women's issues. 

Another study of note is Leslie m e ' s  llre Language of Silence: On the -Ken 

and the Urwjpeclkable in M& Drama (1984). Kane's bdamentd premise is that the 

instances of silence that om 5 d s  in drama are charged with siBnificauce and that this 

significance must first be interpreted by the actor and secondly by the audience, and that it is 

the interpretation of silence which is crucial, rather than simply the fbct that there are no 

words spoken at a given moment. Kane delves, if only superficially, into the semiotics of 

silence, pointing towards the multiplicity of the dent (rather than linguistic) sign as an almost 

malleable medium through wbich a variety of messages can ba conveyed and/or understood. 

While m e ' s  work deals specifidly with drama, some of the ideas contained within it can 

be hlpll fix the present study for, if we link silence in the novel to a largez context ( s o d ,  

poM& artistic), it then must be understood as being both multiple in meaning and malleable 

as a "sign" to be interpreted by the reader. 
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FmSny, we return once again to Philip Swamon's article, in which he quotes Anende 

haJdS Jayiqg "Allende's aim is to p v i d e  'una voz que habla por 10s que &?en y cailan en 

nuestra tiara': in other words, is to push the ma@d into the meirrstnem" (218). Swamon 

fixuses on the m a q h a h d  figure in his study and looks at both women and the ccanperiiar 

as subjects am@t&d by Labin American society. Mimover? he uses the campsinos o f h  

T i M i i n h a p l s r r h  k r r q h & s a s  anexample ofa mrgmhd * .  group who lack both 

sufTicient work and human rights in order to sustain themselves. F i y ,  he explores the 

relationships between the social and political systems shaped by patriarchal attitudes aad the 

fight of m u p a b e d  
- .  groups fbr human rights. He connects silence to traditional 

preconceptions of power a d  obedience, arguing that those with a voice are those with the 

power. Swaason puts the campesinos and women in the same categov, that is to say, 

powerless and voiceless in a hierarchy in which they are at the bottom and the ding 

patriarchy rests in the seat of power at the top. 

Swanson's claim leads to the coactusion that women's silence is not simply an absence 

of words, but ratha is the product of various social, political and psychological elements and 

that it is o&n a construct of society. This constructed silence has become assockted with the 

cbafacteristics ofsubmission, obedience and subservience to the more p o w d  male figure. 

Agosin is among those few writers who have explored the silence of the female subject in 

coajunction wit& these other fhctors. Her theories and examples shape this study as we 

examine women's silence in La wro b lap epmftls. 



Chapter Two 

Bnrlring t&e Code: Undemtandhg and Def~~ming Silence 

In order to fulfill our objestive of studying silence in the novel, we must first endeavour to 

define what we mean when we use the term "silence". While what fbllows is hardly aa 

srhaustive definition of silence, it does explore wbat silence is and isn't fw the purposes of 

this study. Silence wiU be studied h m  two difkent m e s  in this chapter. The first is 

silence as an event in the mmtive- As has already ban discussed, one can comlate instances 

of silence to episodes of violence in the novel- One can fbrther associate these silences as 

being a precursor to some sort of creative activity on the part of the character who has 

willfUny adopted silence. Thus, silence becomes an "event* that can be associated with other 

events in the novel. The characters themselves make silence an event, for example, during 

Clara's ht adePded silence at nine yean of age. The family doctor presc~i%es pius, viCamins 

in syrup and tbroat swabbiags with borax how (76). Ha parents take her to see a Rumanian 

rnagiciadhypnotist named Rostipov who gives her viokt-colored placebo pills, but says it is 

not because of any illness that Ckra docs not speak, but simply because she does not wish to 

do so (76-77). Her parents then try try her to bed without supper to make her speak and 

Nana tries V8Cious &ods to fighten the young girl into speaking, all to no avail (77)- Thus, 

Clara's silence, aad her h d y ' s  attempts to overcome it, open the third chapter, establishing 

this first silence of Clam's as a major event not only in her life, but also as an event that 

affects those around her. 

The second paspective h m  which we will examine silence is a semiotic one. Silence 

as a hjpktic sign - a signi6ier whose signified depads upon the context in which it occurs - 
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will be studied. Di&nm episodes of silence in the novel will be explored and ftom these it 

will be shown how each one stems from a difkmt set of circumstances and whose meaning 

may be interpreted diffetently by the nada, although they all foliow the same pattern. 

Chapter Three presents a more in-depth disnrssion of silence as a sociallculturai construct, 

but it is nonetheless crucial to recognize at this point that any understanding of silence as 

signified must necessarily be shaped by cultural W o n .  For example, ifwe are discussing a 

Latin American society whose values are shaped at least partially by the Roman Catholic 

Churcb, the t d h g s  of the Church will play a role in how silence is undastood within that 

context, as Sor J u m  demonmated so eIoquently three centuries ago in her Repesta a Sor 

Fiiotea. 

The Spirituality of Silence 

it is evident that refkences to the positive comotations of silence have d e d  for 

centuries, many ofwhich derive h m  religious teadhg or p d s e s .  Om example within the 

Hispanic tradition is the quia religiuus contemplation of mystics such as rmn and writer Saint 

Teresa of Ada (15 15-1582) whose silent meditations led to mystical experiences-'' Leslie 

Kane notes that other fhiths also place a high value on silence, stating, "Hermetic traditions 

such as Zen, Taoism, mysticism, and Hasidism have always placed a premium on silent 

wlgarkttion, indeed, blasphemy" (21). h e  uses strong language to convey the idea that 

" Born Teresa de Cepeda y Ahumada in Ada, Spain, she became a Carmelite nun 
at the age of 19. Her mystical aperiences became wen-known throughout Spain and she 
began writing mystical and ascetical literature at the age of 47. 
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one can achieve a higher, or pahaps ''m spiritual state through silent contemplation 

Christian writer Morton T. K e l y  agrees with Kane, saying: 

No one in Eastan rdigions doubts the value of silence. The practise of being 

done in stillness is catainly central in Hindu religion. Yoga md also various 

hrtus of Buddhist medication begin and end in silence. Throughout Zkm the 

value of utter stillness is emphasized; the goal of S Q ~ ~  is to reach this 

ultimate peace, and the novice begins searching while sitting in the lotus 

position. Tbere is a stroag tradition in Chese  religious thought that the way 

of corning into harmony with tao, which is the ultimate principle of reality, is 

by inner Met, by stilling the inner confirsion so that one comes to peace and 

hmnywithin Almost the same approach is fbund in certain sects of Islamic 

religion. (94) 

Kelsey goes on to argue that W e  forget that silence is equally important in the Christian 

tradition, starting with the long history of experiences of the Hebrew people" (94). He goes 

on to cite major events ofJcsus' We as having taken p l a a  when He was by in siknt 

contemplation, such as when He is alone in the desert for forty days and nights and faces 

Satan (95). According to Kelsey, there are similarities between Christian and non-Christian 

traditions insofar as both value silence as a way to "disconnect, to unhook fkom much of the 

activity" (97) in order to look inwards, become seIf-directed and move Woward wholeness7' 

(98)- 

Conceivably one could argde that the female characters of ta ~ p ~ a  & Im eqmltcs 

attempt to find peace and tranquillity during their long periods of silence and escape the 
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violence that has led up to their &saI to speak Silence is called a "refbgio brahamhico'' 

(1 13) in the novd, which also leads the reader to associate silence with both a sanctuary and 

a higher spiritual state. Agodq m ha article rsabd Alknde: La earo cle los espikihcs", points 

out that Clara does indeed withdraw from the world to find a quiet refuge within h m I f  

(451). She is undoubtedly also the character with the strongest connection to the spiritual 

world, as she has clairvoyant abilities and seems to be able to comnnlnicate with those who 

have passed on Thus, positive associations between silence and spirituality are established 

and silence takes on wmotations of protection, transuillity md pemdbhess. 

But these asJodations are not the only ones connected to silence, oat is the spiritual 

aspect of silence one on which we will focus in depth, Howeva, the above nampies save 

to illustrate a crucial point: that silence can be viewed as something other than a void or 

simply an absence. 

The (Con)tat(s) of  Silence 

Patricia Ondck Laurence supports the view that silence is something more than a lack or 

deficiency, "Silence as an idea, as a response to life, as a space for writing, as part of a 

llerrstive metbod is. . . not an 'emptiness' dependent on the notion of lack or abseace" (33). 

While Kane also disagrees with a reductionist view of silence, she takes it one step further 

and explores the richness of difkent kinds of silences: 

. . . expression such as innuendo, intimation, hesitaton, reticence and 

ambivalent speech . . . implicitly convys more than it states. To adhere 

strictly to the commonly accepted, narrow definition ofsileace as the absence 
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of speech would eliminate these diverse forms of implicit expressions as 

elements of a language of silence. (15) 

In fh4 Zone approaches silence as something that is "alive", as Batchtin would say, 

then one can study it within its antext, in conjunction with spoken dialogue and endless other 

Wors in the given set of ciramstances, because wbat Bakhtin states about words in llre 

Dialogic iiwghwtion could also be applied to silence: 

. . . no living word relates to its object in a singular way: between the word 

and its object, between the word and the speaking subject, there exists an 

elastic movement of other, alien words about the same objezt, the same 

theme, and this is an environment that is often difficult to penetrate. It is 

p m i d y  in the proass of living interaction with this specific emkoment that 

the word may be individualized and given stylistic shape. (276) 

Ahhough Bakhtin is rrfaiDg hac to the relationship beewcan words and their objects, 

the coacept tbat words 'live'' tmshtes effictively to silence and it is this living silence which 

we will attempt to explore. Also, the concept of "interaction," as perceived by BakhQl is 

important fbr an interpretation of silence which allows the reader to engage the text 

intellectuaUy and respond to the silence. We understand dace as part of a complex system 

ofnlations between the reader¶ the character@), the context and the dialogue. Silence must 

be studied as it relates to and as part of discourse, not outside of its (c0n)text. 

Silence in the novel is closely connected with these Wars and others, and it is 

through the active questioning and participation of the reader that it can be more my 

understood. First, it is necessary to be acquainted with the context, the examples, in which 
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silence is present- Then one must understand the relationship between silence and the 

characters. F i y ,  one can id- the comection bawan den- and one's own 

backgmd, predispositiotls aad c d t u d  prejudices which lead readers to interpret silence in 

individual ways. 

These criteria are perhaps best understood through an example of a memorable 

episode in the novel in which the young Clara del Vde is witness to t h e m  mortem sexual 

assault of her sister, Rosa, at the hands of Dr. Cuevas' assistant, once he has finished her 

autopsy: 

Y no pudo moverse hasta que aparecieron las primeras luces Entonces se 

deslizo hsaa su cama, sintiendo por dentro todo el silencio del mundo. El 

silencio la oar@ enteramente y no vobio a hablar hasta nueve afios desputis, 

cuando sac6 la voz para anunciar que se iba a ~ 8 ~ 8 f .  (45)U 

This episode is narrated by Alba in the third persoa Pnsumably she uses the information 

contained in her grandmother's notebooks to narrate an episode that occurred many years 

before her own birth. The words "el silencio la ocup6 eateramente" confum that silence 

d e h i h l y  establishes iuetfin her and becomes part of her makeup &om that pint  forward- 

One could argue that Clara's muteness is the involuntary reaction of the traumatized 

child Perhaps tbis is true, but if so the question reamins as to how aad why this silence lasts 

nine years ifit is the d o n  ofa child to trauma The answer to this is found in the opening 

lines of the third chapter when the reader learns, "Clara tenia diez a o s  cuando decidiid que 

l2 It is interesting to note that Clara's first silence begins at dawn, the literal 
beginning of a new day and the metaphoric commencement of a new life and of hope. 
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nonlhkpe~hablaryseen~e~o enel nrutinno. Su vida cambio notablementen (76) (My 

emphasis). This portion of the text is also narrated by Alba The reader is led to believe that 

the -or bas a very close relationship to Clara since the narrator has mtimate ' knowledge 

of Clara's paaptions ad decisions. This later quatation conhns the earlier idea that silence 

has a momentous e&ct on Clara and h a  lifk changes after having adopted it. 

The reacier is never openiy told whether Clads first long-term silence is the result 

of shock or active and conscious recogniton that the violation of her deceased sister is an 

abhorrent act. But the use of the verb "to decide" in this instance implies an active choice, 

negating the p o s s ~ i  that her silence is simpIy an hvoluntary reaction to a distwbing event. 

And tbroughout the novel the reader is often not told explicitly why characters become mute 

after behg witness to, or part oc a violent episode @erhaps to imply that they themselves do 

not know?). But what is &dent is that the subject almost always, consciously and &dl~. 

chooses silence in htvour of spoken c o d c a t i o n .  

However7 critics such as George Steiner would argue that even ifone does not rpeak, 

one does not stop communicating, for as he states in Lanpqe  and Silenw: 

The totality ofhurma linguistic production, the sum of all significant lexical 

and syntactic units generated by human beings, can be divided into two 

portions: audible and inaudible, voiced and unvoiced. The unvoiced or internal 

components of spach span a wide arc. (91) 

Thus we are led to agree with philosophers of language such as St* and other 

sanioticbm, who argue that silence forms part ofour conrmunica&e system and methods, 

and therefore cannot be disconnected fiom dialogue. 
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Remnhg to the example from the novel in which Clara chooses silence over speech 

after wimessiag the violation of her sister by the medical assistant, it is important to examine 

Clara's situation within the given context. There are various Wars to consider. The fint is 

the loss of h a  elder sister and the daing that would accompany this experience- For 

example, her silence could signify griefor simply the i n a b i i  to express her emotions after 

such a traumatic event. However as we shall see, this is not the only reason she refbses to 

speak- 

There is also the a s d t  upon Rosa - with the added taboo of necrophilia - to 

consider, "Ell jovm desconocido bes6 a Rosa en 10s labios, en el cueno, en 10s senos, entre 

las piemas, la lavo con una esponja, le pus0 su camisa bordada y le acomod6 el pdo, 

jadeando" (45). Few girls happen upon the assault of their sisten in this manner and one 

carmot help but question the ofsuch an eqxzience upon the young subject who viewed 

it. Perhaps silence would be a relatively benign consequence if we were to compare it with 

other possible reactions. Not only is her sister dead, and then assaulted, but that violation is 

committed by a medical assistant, traditionally accepted as an honourable authority figure 

within the community. H a  image of this figure is shattered and recoafigured into one of a 

bizam c h h a i  who cannot separate his medical duties h r n  lris sexual desires and who uses 

the authority afforded by his position to indulge his fhtasies. 

F i ,  the violation of Clara's sister leads us to consider the violation of the famiy 

home- The private and otheewise seaue space ofthe home is converted momentarily into 

both operatkg room and morgue, where doctors take over and death and mourning prevail. 

It could be argued that perhaps there are cultural considerations in this case and that the 
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reader should not basten to judge the prsdises of other countries in the prepations of their 

dead. However, one questions whether the child, who for the first time experiences these 

ceremonies performed in the home, is shocked or simply accepting of the situation. 

Furthermore, the reader must keep in mind that it was not intended fir Clara to see the 

autopsy as sbe prowls around on tipa during the night to observe the goings-on in the house 

that evening. Thus, she is hrced to fkce the redidon that home may not always be a 

protective space. 

When we consider these dements in conjunction with Clara's subseqyent silence, the 

reader's global impression and understanding of h a  silence are deepened because, as 

Laurence points out, "Given the ambiguity of silence as a communicative sign, the social 

coatext sometimes heIps to ddennine the interpretation" Indeed it is the active participation 

of the reader who connects the silence first to the events which preceded it, then to the social 

and historical context in which those events o m e d  and finally to the relationship between 

the characters, that is a c i d  to the overall understad@ of the silence. W e  are led to 

conclude that silence itsew is hseparab1e h m  the events that caused it, the subject who 

adopts it and the reader who understands it. 

The Scmioticj of Silence 

In wed, and Phemnem (1973). Jacqyes Derrida postulates that, 'Weming oneself spedc 

is not the inwardaess of an inside that is dosed upon itsee it is the iduaible openness in the 

inside; it is the eye ard the wald within speech" (86). Like Bakhtin, Demda is r e g  here 

to words, in this case the spoken word as one hears oneself enunciate them. And the 
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multiplicity he refers to in this case is exactly the same multipiicity rhat becomes evident 

through active reading ofsilcme m a tpd The more one d e b  into the context and the more 

one recognizes the indetennipacy of silence, the more it becomes evident that it cannot be 

reduced cleanly and neatly into simply an absence of words. Moreover, after consideration 

of the French philosopher's words, one is led to challenge traditional, preconceived ideas 

about silence as simply the absence of anythiag and to view it rather as having multipit and 

indetembte possibilities ofimplicit expression. Thus it can be "readn as a text can be d. 

Kane goes so tir as to state that nommbal communication (remembering the premise 

that not speakhg does not aeassarily mean not communicating) can be a powern tool when 

attempting to express what words will sometimes not allow one to do: 

Whereas ambiguity, indistinctness, and opacity are generally considered 

liabilities of discursive symbolism, impeding communication, they are the 

assets that nnda nonverbal symbolism a perfkt medium for revealing the 

multiplicity of human responses antithetic to time, place and clarity. (14) 

It is this "multiplicity of human responsesn that leads us to posit silence as si~nifier 

whose signified is at least partially determined by the reader's understanding of the context 

in which it occurs, along with knowiedge ofcuhud and social consideratioas that may shape 

how that context is paeiwd. As we now know, Clara's silence is not simply the acute result 

of a aaumatic event, but rather a decision she coIlSCiously makes in response to several 

h o t s ,  some of which have bem mentioned in this chapter. It is the reader's awareness of 

these facorn that leads us to more profoundly understand her decision not to speak. 

In the novel, silence is chosen by various characters, the majority of whom are f d e  
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chackn,  such as Clara. Blanca and A h  Each insma! of silence as it is connected to these 

characters is distinctive and has its own significance. For example, young Clara's silence is 

quite different h m  that of her granddaughter msay years lata who voluntarily refuses to 

speak to the man who ~ p e s  d t o m  ha. Despite the fhct that both episodes are narrated 

by Alba, it is evident that each of these silence is the product of a difkent set of 

circumstances. So, wbilt we spealc of "silence" in the singular, it is understood that this 

embraces various possibilities ofsigoiscance and that each instance must be read individually- 

Kane illustrates the many sentiments that silence can express, t . g  about it as if it 

were something fluid, that cwld mould itselfto express every fkcet of human emotion: 

The dumb silence of apathy, the sober silence of solemnity, the fertile silence 

of wnuenas, the active silence of paapiog the b a e d  silence of confusion, 

the uneasy silence of impasse, the muzzled silence of outrage, the arpeaant 

silence of waiting, the reproachfid silence of m e ,  the tacit silence of 

approval, the vituperative silence of accusation, the eloquent silence of awe, 

the urmaving silence ofmerum, the peacettl silence of communion, and the 

irrevocable silence of death illustrate by their unspoken response to speech 

that experiences adst fbr which we lack the word. (14-15) 

Itkwhenweclacktheword"thatthenada~rdyoohisorhaownr~paseto thetext 

as a maas to uncover its sigdicauce. Kine's list of silences is cbarged with words that evoke 

an emotional response in the nada, encouraging us to use our own human experience to 

relate to the ideas the writer tries to amvey. Lamace takes it one step fbrther by maimaining 

that there is almost a coneactual relationship between nada and text in which the reader is 
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nsponaik for uodertakiq an active role in the process of mderstaadbg "mmive 

spaces"(S9) whichUare mated in silent dialogue with the reader, who is expected to assume 

the same active and insighfid position as the dent, ohmhg . . . character in fictionn (59). 

However, the pasod experience of the reader will not always d c e ,  as Kaue 

realizes. At times, that which is expresd is outside the realm of everyday experiences, and 

the readex's hagination and human responses of sympathy amllor empathy are d e d  upon 

to engage the silence and interpret and understand it: 

[. . .] speech, the characterizing signature of humanity, has been superseded 

by silence to communicate unspoken experience beyond the limitations of 

human coascj- such as k, longing sad death, as well as unspeakable 

experiences byoad the o o ~ o n  of lnrmaoity such as the dehumamm 
* .  

8 

or bestial. (3) 

La maa &1 lor esipmius presents the reader with various examples of silence caused 

by tnumatic andlor dehmmkhg qeriences such as the one previously mentioned in which 

Clara whesses the assault of her deceased sister (49, not to mention an episode of domestic 

abuse years later by her husband, Esteban Trueba, that Clara survives (193). The same man 

threatens to kiJl his da&Ws, Blanca's, lover which induces her to stop talking to her fiather 

(192). Later, Blanca' s daughter, Alba, repeats her mother's silence of loyalty when she will 

not give up the whereabouts of her boyfkiend, Miguel, to Coronel Esteban Garcia, even 

though the latter tortuns and beats her in an attempt to force the idormation fiom her. 

F i t ,  AfnanAmende, a minor character, dies in jail fix protecting the m e  person, Miguel, who 

was her yamga brother, for the same nason as Alba - she refhsed to speak to her tortwers 
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and swrender his location (404). 

Each of these exampIes is linked in some way through the charact- and each one 

foflaws the pattern ofsilence preceded by violence, as outlined earlier. Except in the case of 

Amanda, who dies, each ofthe other characters supplants h a  silence with some form of 

aeativc aprrssion, which will be explored later. In the aampies mentioned, one notes that 

each character withdraws into a private, protectives imaagie space inside herseIfwbich 

enables her to o f f i  herself andor others some form of protection from the violence which 

sumnmds her. It is this protecrive nature of silence which will be explored in the next chapter, 

as we endeavour to investigate how the characters use silence to distance themselves, if only 

inanindinaway, &omvioIenceand to empowerthemsdves so as to swive- or ensun that 

others survive, even if they themselves cannot. 



Cbapter Tbne 

A Space of One's hu: The Reconstruction of SUemct 

There are two levels on which the silence of the &male characters in this n o d  operates. The 

first is deace on a pasonaS individual kvd. That is to say that each character adopts silence 

after an episode that provokes it. As mentioned earlier, silence does not exist without 

impetus. Ln the case of these characters, that impetus is almost always a violeut episode that 

precedes their silence. It has already been determined that it is impossible to verify why these 

characters cboose silence; we cau only acknowledge the pattern of VioIence, silence and then 

d o n  But it is also important to obsewe that the choice of each character is separate fiom 

the choices of the others. None is forced or coerced into a decision based on the actions of 

her sister characters. 

However, because a pattern can be established and examples ftom each of the main 

W e  characters' k s  can be identified, we can also say that there is a coIIective side to this 

silence; that the individual experience - perhaps one of protest - embraces 1 who choose 

silent over spoken communicatio~ This collective silence end the collectively silent acts of 

creation and protest by women will be explored only once the silence and c m t b h y  of the 

main f d e  characters, Clan, Blanca and Alba have been examined on an individual iml. 

That -on is the purpose of tbis chapter, and it will follow in a chronological order, 

The title of this chapter takes its inspiration Born V i  Woolfs A Rcwm of 
One 's Own (1929) in which she states that in order to flourish as wxiters, women need 
"money and a room of [their] own7' (103) - two privileges men haie often held, but 
women have not. She cites money as being important for fieedom, an important ingredient 
for cnativity, and she claims, Women have had less intellectual M o r n  than the sons of 
Athenian slaves" (1 03). 
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Silence as a Social Construct 

B&ce exploring the Hcant incidences which an the motivation to the characters' 

dence, let us take a moment to consider the question of women's silence as a social and 

d u d  concltnct- It bas already been noted that positive dkences to siience can be found 

in reiigion. But there also mist numerous examples within the Christian tradition in i n c h  

silence is a tool used to teach and mamtam 
. * 

a woman's obedience m a ptriatchal society.14 For 

example, in one Biblical passage, Timothy demonstrates that silence is a learned behaviour 

used to reidorce woman's subservient position in society when he states, Women are 

advised to leam silence with all submissiveness: parnit no woman to teach or have authority 

over man; she is to keep silentn (2: 1 1-12). 

This laumd behaviour is reinfiord by Church teachings and societal norms. I0 the 

novel silence is used by the local priest to control his congregation: 

Se emmhdm en una de esas kgas pausas dd s m 6 n  que el aua, conocedor 

dd  eftcto & un silencio indrnodo, empleaba con kuencia.... El silencio se 

hiro denso, el ticmpo plmcio detcnido en la iglesia, pero nadie se atrevio a 

toser o aaoomodar la postura, para no atria la atencion dd padre Restnpo. 

Sus riltimas fiases todavia vibraban atre las columnas. (14) 

It is evident m this example that silence is mt a simple rhetorical device, but is used to impart 

l4 Examples from the Christian tradition are used to illustrate this point not only 
because it is the one which governs the belie6 of the characters in the novel, but is also the 
one which has primarily shaped the d t u r e  and religious traditions of most non-Native 
South (and North) Americans. 
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f- into parishiom as it "becomes dense" end has the power even to stop time. The priest 

almost sems to rrlish the threat ofhell and tortun implicit in his daunting absence 

of words. Howewer, his m d c  power-hold over his congregation is broken d u h g  mass 

one day by young C b  d c s c r i i  by Alba narrating in third person, as being vay  

"precOcious'' (1 1): 

. . . en medio de la ansiedad y el siletrcio, se escucho con toda nitidez la voz de su 

pequeib Clara. 

-jP~t! iPadre Restrepo! Si d cumto del infirno pura mentira, nos c b i n p ~ ~ ~  

tdos. . . (14)" (My emphasis). 

Clara has not only said some&hg and inappropriate, but mom importantly 

she has broken the imminent silence of the p o w d  masculine figure - and the e&ct it 

created on his congregation. Besides simply misbehaving, Clara has robbed him of the 

attention of his public, diverting it away fiom him aad towards h e r d  Father Re- 

cannot tolerate this kind ofbehavim and ntorts with rage as he yells at ha, "jEndemoninAa! 

i Soberb'i endemonhda!" (15)15 Afta the priest has once again captured the attention of his 

mqpption, the narration continues with the comment, "Esas palabras del padre Restrepo 

pamgnccieron en la memoria de la fiMilia con la pvedad de un diagnostic0 y, en 10s afios 

sucesivos, tuviwn ocasion de r e a d d a s  a menudo" (IS). It is notable that wtrile the young 

girl says something shock@, it is ths wmds of the male figure which have a permanent Sect 

on the listeners, thus demonstrating the authority of the words of the Church and its 

Is Note the violence implicit in the priest's reaction, demonstrated not only by the 
words he chooses but also by the f o r m  use of excfamation- 



patriarchal system Clara is never again d e s c r i i  as precocious. 

Sociologist Ron Thome-Finch notes the difFbrence in the social conditioning which 

teaches boys to speak and girls to remain silent, 'Tor girls . . . there was a pow& cultural 

impediment that restricted their M o m  to speak Giris had to be 'nice'. Mimy words that 

were quite auxptable corning out of a boy's mouth were forbidden for a girl" (34).16 In the 

above examp16 Chra- hadfbecause she shows h d t o  be an iu-mered and 

coarse child. She swears in church, swears while speaking to a priest, interrupts the priest 

duxing his secmon, questions his a d d y  with her statement and expresses the ' 'unthinkable" 

(or pahaps what other parishioners are &ink& but would never dare to say.) In short, Clara 

breaks aIl the des of proper and acceptable sodal Christiaa conduct The fhct that she breaks 

them in church simply s a ~ s  to make matters worse. 

The literary critic, Deborah A M o ,  ooafirms Thome-Finch's argument. She notes 

that silence imposed fiom the outside can be used as a weapon against women to make them 

submit to their fithers, brothers and husbands, "Constraiaed by the absolute mqyhment of 

ignorance as a condition of goodness cmd suitability for married We, [a woman] is unable to 

imagine a circumstance in which the silence may be brokenn (37). In her late youth, Clara 

shows that she has learned this "obedient" silence when, during her own engagement party, 

she is quiet, but she does not listen to the prkst as he speaks, Wn sacerdote pequeiio e 

inocarte, a d d o  eon sus pammitos de misa mayor, ley0 el emanikdo sermon que habia 

l6 Thome-Fiich's use of the past tense here could be underkood as including the 
present. (His study was published in 1992.) One basic premise of his argument is that such 
social conditioning has always existed in Western society and that now is the time to 
change it. 
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preparad07 exahado oonhas e impradcabIes virtudes- Clara no te escucho . . ." (92). Even 

thargh in this btance she seems pneoccuprkl by the w b d m u t s  of the fhmily dog B& 

the example also serva to i b tmte  that she has lost her Sth in the Mhre of the spoken word, 

especially ones uttered by priests.'' 

While the Church disapproves of Clara's spoken words, her family just seems to 

i p r e  than This is shown in the episode in which Clara, still a young child, announces that 

there wig be a death in the cccPero s&i un muerto por aquivocacion,' duo. El sibado 

pas6 mafa noche y desperto gritando. La Nana le dio ma m i o n  de tilo y nadie le hiw 

caso. . ." (32). Despite the fba that she ninforces her words with screams in the middle of 

the nighs still no one! pays any attention Mtil her sister7 Rosa, dies less than twenty-four hours 

after Clara's prediction. Thus, Clara as a young character learns the consequences of not 

obeying societal rules governing social conduct and silence7 and she also learns that words 

spoken by women are fit only to be punished or ignored. 

Taking Contrd: The Appropriation of S f  tnce 

It has been established that Clara actively and consciously chose silence in favour of 

speech and that there were various possible Won which contri'buted to her decision The 

criteria that we have already explored dealt with trauma or violence outside of h a  ctntrol. 

It could be argued that the act ofchoosing not to speak is a way for the subject to recuperate 

l7 It appears that Clara's blings towards the Church are ambivalent. Witb the 
exception of her outburst during mass when she is a child, the read& is never made aware 
of any other strong negative feelings towards the Church On the other hand, she 
maintains a strong comexion to the world of spirits, a pursuit that is seemhgty detached 
from any other religious or spiritual beliefs. 
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some of the control tbat she has lost. That is to say, while she could not control the death of 

her sister - though she did try, by idbrming the M y  of h a  premonition ofa death in the 

M y  (32) -- she can, and does, contrd how and when she uses her voice to communicate 

with the worid. 

Clara also usa silence as a h n  ofseKpro#aion fiom pain W o r  violence. Esteban 

was no stmger to Clara's practise of using silence as a meens to fortify herself against pain 

As he notes when she suffas nausea and general fktigue during one of her pregnancies, 

'Ent1-6 en uno de sus largos periodos de dencio, creo qye le d u o  varios meses, durante 10s 

cuales se -*a de la pizanita, wmo en 10s tiea~pos de la mudez . . . bo] habia llegado a 

wmprender que e1 silencio era d riltimo invio1able refugio de mi mujer" (1 12). Esteban 

remarks that the silence "le d u o  . . ." indicating that silence here is the subject, the active 

pertidpant, and his wifi is the object, the recipient of that action He has not understood that 

silence is a choice for his wife. 

Little did he know that some years later, his wifb would once again take d g e  in her 

own silencey but at that time it would be to evade the pain inflicted upon her by his physical 

abuse. Agosin notes tbat Clara uses silence during both h a  youth and her maturity, as a way 

of escaping the piah she experiemes due to (masadhe?) forces outside her: "Clara se adentra 

en si misma, donde desde pequeiia se refbgia contra las acusaciones dd 'poder' autoritario. 

. . . En la marlurez, Clara u t i h d  el silencio para refirgiarse en contra de k violencia de su 

esposo Esteban Trueban (45 1). 

Indeed, the second most significant period of dace in this character's life occurs 

years later, whm she is a mature woman. Ag* the silence is a conscious act. As mentioned, 
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this time it is used as a method to protect h d f i o m  her abusive husband after a scene in 

which he beats her, lmodriag out her h n t  teeth, "Clara no volvio a hablar a su marido nunca 

misensuvb. -0 deusarsuapdlido decaday sew6 deldedo lafhaalianzadeom 

que d le babia c01OCBdo I& de vcinte aiios at&¶ aquella noche memorable en que Bambis 

murio ase&mdo pur un cuchillo de CIULiicef~'' (193). Clara bas discovered that not only can 

sil- be used to create a sa& mentayapiriblavemotiond space in which she can write W y ,  

as she does regulariy in ha notebooks, but bas fkther employed silence as a means of frreiag 

herself- Estebads power over ha. He may batter her, but he cannot force her to speak 

and enter the maSculiLldpatriarcha1 redm which he controls. 

One can wonder that ifClara denies him power to ha dialectical space$' is she also 

symbolically denying him fiee access to other, more physical fieminiae spaces? This would 

certaidy appear to be the case, as E s t W  explains a few pages Wore the episode in wbich 

Clara stops speaking to her husband forewer 

Un dia Clara hizo pona un pestillo a la puerta de su babi ion y no volvio a 

aceptame en m camp, ampo en aquelias ocasiones en que yo fo&a tanto 

la situation que negarse habria si@cado una mptura defMiva. Primer0 

pea& que tenh alguno de esos misteriosos malestares que clan a las mujeres 

de vez en cuando, o bien la msaopausia, pero cuando el asunto se proloogo 

l8 Dialectical space in this context is defined as that intangible space within which 
Clara explores her own opinions, iuquires into the logic or senselessness of events that 
take place and recognizes the truth about the reality in which she lives. It has already been 
determined that one does not necesserily stop communicating whed one is silent. Perhaps 
it should also be understood that one does not cease to dispute or ponder the hows and 
whys of one's existence, but ratha that one simply chooses to keep the discourse internal 
rather than extendking it through dialogue with an(0)ther. 
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por varias senmas, decidi WIar con e h  Me explic6 con calma pue nuestra 

relacion matrimonial se habi8 deteriorado y por eso habia perdido su b u m  

disposition para 10s  retoms d e s -  Dedujo mtmhente que si no ten'amos 

nada que decirnos, tampoco podiamos compwir la cama, y parecio 

sorprendida de que yo pasara todo el dia rabiendo contra ella y en la noche 

quisiera sus caricias- (173) 

This paossge is narrated by Esteban, who uses words charged with violent overtones 

such as '%CZ8ban and "ma ruptura deibitiva" At b t ,  he attempts to rationalize! his wife's 

silence and withdrawal as being "alguno de esas misteriosos mafestares que dan a las mujaes 

de vez en cuando, o bien la menopausia". This perception is an obviously superficial 

interpretation of his wife's silence based on patriarchal, and possibly even mahiisfa, d u e s  

andanunwilliago*rstoadnrittbathis~ons(andperoonaiity?) areatleastpartlyat Wt. It 

is not until she can mCQI&ja@ her actions to b that he can begin to accept her reasons. 

It is to refute the empowerment C h  gains frmn her silence. She creates a 

parallel between her dialectical space and her rnentaVphysical/emotional spaces and d u e s  

her husband access to W both. bolt on her bedroom door provides protection of h a  physical 

spaces - her bedroom and her body - while her silence acts as the barrier to her intangible 

spaces ofmind and spirit. She retreats to find protection and peace &om the pain which she 

must face (or be dcfaccd by) fiom adpde (madhe) hces. Moreover, she has the fbrtitude 

and lucidity to explain the situation to her husband "con cab" and use logic to "dedudr" 

that the relationship has d e t e r i m  She counters his image of her i s  a hysterical W e  (to 

revisit Cious' concept of the hysterical and silent woman, as mentioned in the Introduction 
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to this study), with one of her as a rational human king who thinks matters through 

@reamably In silence) to arrive at the most coherent and legitimate concfions. 

Thus, we can see that Clara has discovered one can withdraw from the world - 
physically and wbdy  - to evade opprasi and pain, cm idea explored by Deborah Castillo, 

who disc~sses the nrsnner in which women in general can appropriate silence and use it for 

theirownmeans: 

A woman who is neither passive nor accepting may yet p n s m e  the 

advcmtages ofdktame and silence for her own reasons, using distance to h a  

ad- usiqg the mask of silence to slip away. Silence, once eeed from the 

oppnsJive madinktdehed context of aestheticized distance aad truth and 

coll6nanen and can be r e i n m i  as a subversive M e  naim (40) 

It becomes evident that Clara sheltas hasdfin ha own pefsond rhge, but by doing so, she 

actively rejects her husband and his obsession to control and dominate. W i ~  regard to this 

episode, Swanson comments that, "The second silence. . . is not so much a retreat as an act 

of rebellion* (228). This rebellion is also symbolized when she permanently nmoves h a  

wedding band (193), thus demonstrathg that thatshe is not a merely passive mature seeking to 

avoid pain, but one who simply nfUses to engage in a power struggle d e W  by masculine 

privilege. 

But Swanson's comment also lads badr to the idea of the multiple meanings of 

silence. Clara's silence can be d r d  to as a "retreat" or a "rebeliion," but neither of these 

words win d c e ,  as words such as "empowennentn and "protection" are a h  appropriate 

desaiptom. However, it t m e s  cl- that there is an inversion of the stereotypical approach 
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which equates a lack of voice with a hdE of power- Laurence obsaves that women con use 

silence to criticize the same system that imposes it upon thcm:  omen's] silences include 

but are not limited to a criticpe of patriuchy. Silence also points to the limitations of 

language, in general, and Western notions of presence and absence, writing and knowledge 

in p a r t i e  (40). In this novel, it would appear that silence is presented as an altettlIItive 

formofpower, o n e u s e d g e m a l l y b y ~  
. . charactem (such as women) as a d o n  

against the patriarchal power structure or the men who represent it. 

While Clara uses silence as a mans of protection (among other things), her daughter 

and granddaughter repeat the panan As with the eldest of the Tnreba women, Blanca's and 

Alba's silences are also preceded by violent episodes. However, in their cases, their silence 

serves to protect others rather than themselves, and they wc&r for their actions. 

While one of Clara's mods of silence is the result of Esteban's beating, so it is with 

her daughter, Blanca. Alba aartates the episode in which Esteban finds out that his daughter 

has bem leaving the house at night to conduct an & with someone and subsequently tries 

to beat the name of the man out of her: 

AL va a su hi.& E s t h  Trueba no pudo contena m mal amkter y se le fie 

errhna con el caballo y la fbsta en el aire, la golpe6 sin piedad, propinindole 

un azote tras om, hasEe que la muchacha cay0 y quedo ten& inmovil en el 

b m .  Su padre saM6 del caballo, la sacudio hasta que la hizo volver en si  y le 

grit6 todos 10s insultos conocidos y otros imnntados en el h a t o  del 

momento. 

- jQuitk es! jDigame su nombn o la mato! - le exigio. 
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- No se lo dirt mmca - soIloz6 ella (192-193) 

Esteban evenhrally gives up beating her, but only he believes she hrs inherited his 

own stubbomess (192). This may be the case, but eq@y strong is the argument that, like 

h a  mother, Blanca has learned to use silence for her own purposes. She shows this by the 

forceWcss ofthe wmb she uses against herfhtk- Estcban wants two things: to know who 

Blanca'sloverisandto~~harto~tobimbyspealring.  However, ifshe speaksand 

reveals her lover's whereabouts, h a  &her will attempt to find him so that he can kill him 

Ha act of speakkg would lead to a violent death for Pedro Tacao. Thus her words may be 

correlafed with the death of her lover- So Blanca decides against more violence and 

death, and f'avows silence as she m e s  her promise not to tell, to keep her vow of 

silence, by the use ofthe double negative, "No se lo dire marw" (193, my emphasis). 

Blanca's silence protects her lover, possibly saving his Ke. This is also the c a ~ ~  wah 

her daughter, Albg, the youngest of the Trueba women. When Alba is brutally codroated by 

her illegithate uncle and torturer, Esteban Garcis, sha refuses to speak- 

- Por riltima vez, Albr Wnde d Miguel? - pngunto Garcia, 

Ella nego silenciosarnente. Le Leian sujetado la cabua con otra 

coma 

- Cumdo est& dispuesta a hablar, levanta un dedo - dijo el . . . - 

- Yo manejo la ndquiol - dijo. 

Y entonces ella sintio aquel dolor atroz que le recorrio d cuerpo y la ocupo 

completamea~e y que mmca, en 10s dias de su vida, padria llegar a olvidar. Se 

hundio en la o d d a d .  (387) 
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Aibe, like her mother, Blanca, befbre her* nmains silent despite various and groteSQue 

metbods to brwk ha. She swives the violence in silence, but unlike her mother, Alba's case 

iacludes rape, the violation of her physical space by the same man who is txybg to fora her 

to speak Ia this rapec~ Alba shares something in common with her grandmother, who dso 

holds strong and refirses the male access to her dialectical space, despite his u~~welcurne 

intrusion into her physical and sexual space. 

Clara, who c a r e f d y j u ~ e s  herself to her husband, and Blanca, who belligerently 

ddes  her my both use words to annouace their silence, their protection of self or others. 

Alba does not. She does not enter the masculine world of words to tell her torturer she will 

not speak to him. She annoullces ha position and her intent to protect h a  lover by seemingly 

ignoring h a  torturer, by refusing to engage in dialogue with him. 

As has been shown, each of the women's silences signifies a conscious decision not 

to be conquered by the power the male subject holds over thaa It is this strength to which 

Laurence rdm when she aserts, Women's silence. . . can also be read as resistance, as a 

ritual of truth, as a heping ofsilence a&ut somethisg and as a rrfUsal to enact a subordime 

position" (58). It is dear that all three f d e  characters are defiant SUCViVors of violencey as 

have been many f d e  subjects outside the realm of fiction. They sbroud themsebe~ in 

silence to prota themselves or others. It is a conscious and voluntary a* which saves to 

create an imm space to which the oppressor does not have access. In this way, the female 

subject re-inscribes the concept of silence, giving it, and themselves, a renewed sense of 

power. This enab1es her to rebel against traditional paradigms of power aad to challenge 

traditions of fhnale submission to masculine authority in Western society. 
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Critics such as Lucas Dobriaa have commented on the relationship U Clara's 

silence and her empowernzent, idsting tbat it is because Clara chooses silence that she gains 

power 

Sin embargo, se ha mtado que la muda no es algo fisiologico que Ie pase a 

Clara, sin0 que qmsenta ma decision consciente por su parte. Es deck, el 

dendo firm8 tm disamo subvasivo que la jovea &ge 8Ctiv8mente. La fata 

de voz aqui no significa impotencia; mis bien, repre~etlta, igual que la p&@ 

en blaoco, la palabra en potencia, un text0 para escrib-i. De esta -era, 

AIende invierte un estereotipo n e p h ,  la muja asociada con la ausencia del 

serydelapdabra, munapotencialidadpositiva Sielespaciodelaesnitura 

esti en b b Y  la mujer puede (re)constNirSe e inscniir su propio disanso- 

(3 17) 

The idea of "una potencialidad positivan offas the possibility of a creative power which, in 

this case, is reelized through writing. Clara inverts the traditional idea of dence imposed 

extanaOy and as one dating to a lack of power, obedience and subservience, into a form of 

irma dialogue19 in which she chooses to relate to the world around h a  in written form. She 

begins this practise at a young age and continues it throughout her lifk, especially during 

peliods of silence* 

Agosin supports the idea that Clara's silence is a Eorm ofempowerment, an active role 

" The word "dialogue" has been used here intentionally. While generally it is 
accejmi that ifthere is no exchange what occurs is a monologue, ih this case, Clara does 
still communicate with the world around her through notes and her diaries which are later 
read by Alba The fact that she does not speak, does not exclude the possibility of a 
communicative transaction between Clara and other characters. 
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which the character assumes in order to both write and rebel: 

el silemio de C b  existe como uaa decision, un act0 consciente de 

ermadeca. Pem la muda no queQ a la incomunicacion, sin0 cpe 

postula la comuaiC8Cion de esai, para dPT testimonio e hugurar una 

tradicih que p l r i  ser resatable. La segunda metifbra relativa a csta est&ca 

del silencio indicaia que mieotras Clara enmudece, ella e~ctl'be y lee, 

ddando d silencio mcterior, que es el silencio impuesto por una sociedad 

poco toleraute de hs anomalias. (450) 

In short, Clara creates a diaIectical space ofher own, one inside of hersee in which she can 

fnely explore, create and express her own history (or pexhps better said as "herstory") and 

her own text. In turn, Blanca and Alba do the same. Each one inverts traditional norms of 

fkmhhe silence and empowers bersdfto Jilrvive the violence she cannot c o d  Each finally 

regains a sense of control by insist@ upon ha own inner space of silence which, as Lucas 

Dobrian says, is a "putencialidad psitivan - a potential that each woman nalizes through an 

alternative, and artistic, means. 

Thus fiir, silence has been condated to violence in the case of each of the three main 

f d e  cbaraders. Examples ofthe kind of violence each survives and how each uses silence 

in order to protect hasdf or someone close to ha an given- Critics such as Agosin confirm 

that the characters actively make the choice not to speak and by doing so, they defy the 

silence imposed f b n  adside while re- inscr i i  it fa their own purposes. This empowerment 

is evressed cnatively by each character through such acts ak writing, sculpting or 

~~dlework It is this creative expression which will be examined in the following chapter. 



Cbapta Four 

Mutt Cmtion: Silence and Artistic Creation in the Nwd 

After d i m s i n g  silence, as it is related to violence and creation, we turn our attention to the 

last dement in tbe argument: artistic creafioa Marjorie Agosin postulates that, "En La wra 

& I' eqmtus, el silencio es una forma de escapar . . . para dbghne en el riaiw espacio 

posible: la ~ o n n  (45 1). While mfftnline!age unites the principal f h d e  characters of 

the novel and their voluntary silences both protect aml empower them, they also have in 

common the practise of undertaking artistic pursuits during or after their silences- As in 

chapter three, each principal character in the novel will be studied individually, in 

cbtonological order. 

Artistic Creation as Communication 

If we concede that artistic creations (iicluding writing) can be a fbrm of 

communication as weIl as an imaginative expression of the seq we can agree with Lucas 

Dobrian, who asserts that creation is also a form of empowerment: 

. . . cada muja time d poder de la escritura, la cual se m d e s t a  no st510 en 

el papel, sin0 tambih rnetafijricamente en otras materias, como bordados y 

cerhicas. Los tados de las mujeres alterma entn k esaitura imaghk y 

la testimonial. Mediante la cscritura imagiwh cada una de e h  alcanza lo 

mis  profbndo de su ser, cnindor y expddose  de una manera propia. 

(3 1 4-3 1 5) 

hcas Dobrian recognizes that these are margidized characters, each one finding an artistic 
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"~ofhaown"inwhi&sbecplwok Thp5 spocewouldnatbeonlythe aEativemmtal 

space, but aiso the otha medium used by the creator. For Clara and Alba, that artistic sp- 

is the blank page. For Rosa, W s  d d a  sister, it is a large piece of cloth, which she tireldy 

embroiders, despite disapproving looks fiom her &her 

Entretanto, lo aguardaba sin aburrirse, imperturbable en la gigant- tares 

quesehablaimplcao:bordard~m6sgrandedeldo. C o d  con 

paros,&atosymariposas, pemprontoIafjmtesiaseapoder6desulabor~~e 

aparrcido un p ~ ' s 0  de bestias imposibles que &an de su aguja ante 10s 

ojos p m p a d o s  de su padre. (13) 

Aha, who narrates this passage, indicates that Rosa seemingly takes the task on vol~~~tarily- 

Despite the fkct that it is a “tares," it is a self-imposed chore, as the reflexhe use of the verb 

"se habia impleston indicates- Rosa also @rms her task "sin aburrirse," indicating that she 

does not find the task tiresome. On the coatrary, her cloth and needle empower her to explore 

her imaginative abilities and sew creatures that are the creation of her miad. She welcomes 

the task ofsewiag to l i i t e  her from the mundane and the banal as she allows her creative 

ability to flourish and exercise her imapinrtion 

One notes that it is the rmsculine authority figure who does not understand Rosa's 

passion for d o n ,  at last as A h ,  who narrates this passage, implies. According to her, 

Severo views his daughter's pastime as useless and frivolous, while the mother-figure 

appreciates and encourages her daughter's artistic adeavows: 

Sever0 wnsideraba que era tie- de que su hija sacudiera la modorra y 

pusiera 10s pies en la d d a d ,  cpe aprendiera algunos oficios dom&icos y se 
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preparara para el matrimonio, per0 Nivea no compm'a esa inqietud. Ella 

p e f i  no ~~ a su hija con exigencias tenenale, pues presentia que 

Rosa era un ser celestial, que no estaba hecho para durar mucho tiempo en el 

Wico grosem de este m d o ,  por ao la dejaba en pat con sus hilos de 

bordar, y no objctaba aqud mologico de pesadilla (13) 

Despite the fkct that her mother does not quite understand the uzwlogical nightma& her 

daughter has created, she recognizes the Mhre of her daughter's aeative and haghatbe 

abilities. By allowing ber to explore this aspect of h a  development, Nivea protects her Born 

the social cm&aim that will take over once Rosa grows up, is married and is forced to set 

her cnative talents aside in order to paform her duties as a w8e and mother. (At this point, 

Nivea, is unaware that her daughter will never reach that point in her life). 

Although the t h e e r  ofRosa is presented to the nader as 4ccelestial," without social 

consciousness and ignorant of political concerns, the reader is reminded once again of the 

Madres de la Plaza de Mayo, those real f d e  figures who protested the disappearance of 

friends, lovers and W y  members by walking silenily around the piaza and wearing the 

kerchiefs they had hand-embroidered with the names of the disappeared. While Rosa is 

allowed by her mother to resist the masculine figure who would rather see her preparing to 

become a good wife, the IbWres de la P k a  de Mayo also show resist~ce against pmhrchal 

forces, but on a larger scale. 

Like her elder sister, Clam also utilizes a needle and thread or yam, as much as a pen 

and paper, to createcteate She wuld "aprender a tejer que, de to& las Brtes dom&ticas, fUe la 

Mca que pudo domid '  (8 1). One notes in this example that these activities are designated 
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the part ofthe creator. Furthermore, the "oficid' would often have to do with chores such 

as keepiag the house clean, looking after the children, etc. These tasks an paformed as part 

of the womsn's duties as wifk and mother and wiIl be evaluated, silently or otherwise, by h a  

husband,k~yeadhapeers.Iheurpde"ontheothahaod, iss#naslessdbecause 

it does not contribute directly to the daily numiag of the household. Nor will the "d be 

used as a meter-stick to measure how good the woman is as a mother or w&. As Severo's 

reaction shows, the "mte" can be the woman's pastime, but it should never interfire with the 

"oficios." 

As N i i  understood her daughters' passion to create, so Clara understood her own 

daughter's art. Blanca, who had begun to mold ceramic figures in her adolescence3 gives it 

up after ha marriage to Jean de Satigny (supposedly to foars on her new "oficiios 

rtomisticos"). It is her mother who mcourages her to return to her craft: 

Clara le sugerioa en ma de sus cartas, que para tener hs manos ocupadas, 

volviaD a sus Nacimientos. Ella lo intento. Se hizo mandm la arcilla especial 

que estaba acostumbrada a war en La Tres h h r b ,  orgardzo su taller en la 

park posterior de la axha y pw un par de indios a collstnrir un homo para 

cpetnar las figuras de ctrhica. (242) 

In this case it is one f-e subject encouraging the other not to mender drat creative 

power witbin herself simply to endeavour to confbrm to societal expehtions of a ~ o o d  wife. 

The elder subject recognizes a value in this creation that the younger has not yet realized. 
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Morrwer, Clam d m  her plea by means of her own artistic expression - her writing -- thus 

teiaCncing the si@car#.~ ofassert@ one's ability to express oneself independently through 

cfeative means. 

Howcvcr, B b  does not yet possess the mabnay and male of her mother to create 

despite the aitirjsm of her husbd. She does try to return to her cnff, but gives up after her 

husband den'des ha work: 'Tero Jean de Satigay w burlaba de su afin arti'stico, diciendo 

que si era para mantenet las manos ocupadas, mejor tejia botines y eprendia a hacer 

pasteiitos de hojaldre. Ella tennino por abandonar su trabajo ..." (242). Jean de Satigny's 

words to Blanca have the same e f k t  as Pa&e Re~trrpo's words did upon young Clara: they 

prohibit her from expressing herself fieely and belittie and Wt her as a human being. The 

effect is destructive and negative. Both fimale characters withdraw into themselves: Cbra 

into verbal silence and Blanca into artistic silence. 

And just as Padre Restrep0 continued on with his own words after silencing Clara's, 

Jean de Satigny continues his own "artisticn endeavours after Blanca has been ridiculed imo 

giving up has. A dichotomy is established between the purity implicit in the religious nahue 

of Blanca's 6'Nacitnient~~n (which she sacrifices to became more pleasing to her husband) and 

his clandestine pornographic photographs taken in a sesret studio in the house, fbturhg the 

Native servants of the household as subjects and which are d e s c r i i  as "desordcaadas y 

tormen~os~s" (247). Jean de Srigey would rather lose his wife than give up his "art," and so 

he does, as a disillusioned Blanca returns to the fhmily home, leaving h a  husband fomer. 

Once fieed from masculine ridicule, Blanca returns to her &ping with renewed 

pas* and purpose. But it is no longer simply a form of seIfkxpression or diversion. She 
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uses it as a means to support herself financially as she sells her figures and gives classes in 

figure-making (225). Blenca, Like h a  mother, UltimPtely r e h e s  to succumb to negative 

dissahrtion (and disillusion) of her marriage and the source of a new, more independent We. 

Just as Ckra encouraged her daughter to express h e d f t h u g h  creative means, so 

she encourages ha granddaughter? Mer being tortured by Garcia, Alba eagerly awaits 

death to save her b m  h a  agony as she is locked in cramped solitary conhement quarters. 

It is then that Clara encowages her granddaughter through a dream: 

[Alba] aat6 de no respirar, de no moverse, y se puso a esperar la muerte con 

impaciencia. hi estuvo much0 tiempo. Cuando casi Mia conseguido su 

prc@sito, apamcio su abueIa Clara, a @en Mia invocado tantas veces qye 

la ayudara a morir, con la ocmencia de que la gracia no era morirse, puesto 

que eso ilegaba de todos modoq sin0 sobwhir, que era un milagro . . . . 

Clara trajo la idea dvadora de escnii con el peDsamiento, sin lapiz ni papel, 

para mmtemem la mente oarp* evadirse de la penera y vivir. Le sugkio, 

ademis, que escri'biem un testimonio que algh dia podria sentir para sacar a 

lut el tan'ble secret0 que estaba viviendo . . . (39 1) 

At the beghmisg ofthis scene, silence rmd death sbare the same space in Alba's thoughts. She 

resigns hasdfto death, the ultimate silence. But this would ba giving in to her tortum and 

the patimhy he rrpreseats. lastead, sbe is inspired by her pdmother, and commits herself 

Though it wuld be argued whether Clara actually does contact Alba directly or 
Alba simply imagines it, the effect of the matriarchal influence on the creativity ofthe 
younger subject is the same. 
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not only to SurYiYing, but equally important, to writing her story down, so that it too may 

survive and not be forgotten, 

The idea of writing "sin iapiz ni papeP is only the first step for A h  Late, her 

c ~ m ~ f h d h e r b o t h p a p a m d p e n d s o ~ t A l b a c m w r i t e d o w n t h e c ~ n t s  

that have happened: 

Ana Dia me oonsiguio un d e m o  escolar y me lo regale. 

- Para pue escn'bas, a ver si sacas de adentro lo qw te esta pudriendo, te 

mejoras de una v u  y catas con nosotrss y nos ayudas a coser - me dijo. 

. . . Poco a poco empeci a haarlo. (405) 

From this quotation it can be seen that Alba is not the only one who partakes in creative 

activities to occupy her time and help h a  Survive- The other women sing and sew to express 

themselves, to help themselves to SUNiVe and to remind themselves that they are not alone 

in their struggle. They resist succumbing to the masculiae order, and they demonstrate 

collectivelyy expressing and empowering t h d v e s  as their voices rise above those of the 

military: 

Las mujeres r pasiban el clia cantando a voz en cuelo. Los carabineros les 

golpeaban la pared. 

- iCUe- m! 

- i-os call=, si pueden, cabro~~es, a v a  si sc atreven! - y -an 

centaado mis M e  y ellos no entraban, porque h a b h  apmdido que no se 

puede evitar lo inevitable. (405) 
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The women find strength in each other, in their colIedive and in their creation of song. 

Togethathy break tbe silctlcc and arprrss themselves, anpowering themsehres against the 

coarse, but ambivalent soldiers who guard them 

Alba's cmthe -on through testimonial wdkg is dose& comected with two 

equally hnportant points: the first, fiom the micro-view of the novel is the cormedion 

with her gmdmother's practise of writing aad its implications within the novel; the second, 

examhhg at with the umcmsociopolitical view, deals with Alba as a character representative 

of a collective offemae characters who are Sunivors of torture and political turmoil. who 

actively create to mruntam 
. * their collective consciousness and memory and to survive their 

ordeal, and who are arguably rspnaentarive ofthe d Chilean women who SUrYived the carp 

d'eM and its attermatha These two poima, the micro-view of the novel and the macro-socio- 

political view, will be explored in the next chapter. 

" Alicia Partnoy, an Argentinean who, at the age of 21, became "disappeared" 
during the Dirty War in Argentina wrote her testimonial book Z k  M e  SchooZ: Tales of 
Disrrppearmce m d S ~ 1  in Argentim to share her experience and pay mibute to "a 
genexation of Argentines lost in an attempt to bring soda1 change and justice" (18). 



"Pen is E n v y :  Redriming Power Through Writing 

This chapter focuses on AIba's varied roles as witness, testimonial writer, narratory 

and transcnk of her grandmother's text. It examines the s igdmce of the character's 

respomibility not only for teiling and pnserviDg her own story, but in addition, for keeping 

her grandmother's cu&fllos and writings. Alba is a crucial character in the novel not only 

because she is the kst of the Trueba women to Jurvive and the fint to be part of a wascious 

collective of f k d e  swivors, but also because her role in the novel is quite complex While 

Alba is a charactery she is also one ofthe writers, natrato~~ aad editors of the final tad" Alba 

Wrifes her own testimonyy but tben combines it with the text of her grandmother's cucrrlerm 

(and partid verbal narration of ha grandf8ther) to create a more in-depth, well-rounded story 

that re0ects the apaiences of three generations. 

Viceme Cabrera notes that, "Alba es la historiadora, es la voz que articula el two- 

o tados - de 10s hecW (38). When one considers Alba's role as a historian, as Cabrera has, 

it is  logical that she would turn to primary sources, such as ha grandmother's Wriffen diaries 

* Taken fiom Ikgaret  Atwood's The Humhaid's Tale in which cectain f d e  
characters are not allowed to read or write and are warned that Ten is envy," thus 
indicating that even holding a pen is equal to one of the seven deadly sins. At one point. 
the main character, e e d ,  during a clandestine visit with a commander, holds a pen and 
momentarily fals empowered, The pan m e e n  my fingers is sensuous, alive almost, I 
can feel its power, the power ofthe words it contains" (174). 

While the reader recognizes that all of these "texts'y &en by Alba and Clara 
are fictitious, the narrative technique used by Allende to have Alba -pse as both Wrifer and 
narrator is worthy of exploration AUende writes in such a way tbat we are led to suspend 
our disbelief and haghe that perhaps the story told was indeed "writteny' by one of the 
fictitious characters, 
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and her gran&t&erYs testimony, to recoIlStNct the events of the past. Indeed, Aha seems 

coIlSCious of ha role as chronicler and aware of the fbt  that she must rely on sources other 

than her awn past and memay to tell her story. One example of this awareness occurs when 

she speaks of h a  uncle Jaime's and Nicholas' saacal escapades during their youth and 

clarifies, "Chra nunca lo nrpo, de mod0 que no pudo anotarlo en sus cuadanos para que yo 

lo teyera algh dia Me enter6 por otros wnductosn (126). Alba does not elaborate on what 

these "otros coaductos" are, but she does acknowIedge that the idomtion does not come 

fiom her grandmother's diaries. 

Plagiarism or Libention? The Quation of the ~~ 
It should be mted that Ah's act of reading the diaries "cincuenta afios despuiS*(9), 

is not an invasion into the private world and thougbts of her grandmother so much as it is a 

libaation of an almost-lost tab By dusting off the ~11adlemos and bringing them up from the 

basemem, and by sharing thir amtents with the nada and a las& ailowing ha grandmother's 

voice to be heard, Alba ensures that her ~dmothefs  story is passed on. In doing so, Alba 

b m e s  bah reader and iaterpteter of these texts, and she gives voice to h a  grandmother's 

silence. 

At no point in the novd does the reader have access to the text of the "origid" diary. 

With the exaption ofthe opening b e  (which is also the closing line) of the novel, there are 

no~exmptsorquata5ionstbatare1i0tedassuch Thaeareaoinsarsofpages fiomthis 

other "textn. The reader's access to the text is completely mediated by Alba While a case 

could be made fw criticizing Alfende for not including more quotations from Clara's text to 
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aid the reader's suspension of disbdief and to make Alba's own telling of the story more 

credr'bk, it should be noted that this "melding" of texts and stories does offa a certain 

conhitythat may weil have been broken up by adding another level of fiction 0.e. fictitious 

quotations, exceqts or page-inserts fiom a fictitious diary written by a fictitious charactex) 

to the structure of the novel. 

Aha mentions at the begimhg, at the end and throughout her narrative that she has 

used her grandmother's ctlmhm and their contents to fill in gaps in her own story and to 

share information with the reader that she herselfcould not have known Wore reading the 

notebooks. These references serve to in- the reader's suspension of disbetie add 

credibility to Alba's story and give due credit to ha grandmother's work, thus evediag any 

criticisms of Alba as plagiarizer. 

Moreover, the structure of the novel is already quite complex because it has two 

narrators, Esteban Trueba and Aiba, one ofwhom ( A h )  narrates in both first person and 

third pasom The d o n  is s h a d  almost equally between 81if11dfhther and granddaughter, 

with Alba being the dominant narrator because it is ha voice speaking at the bcginaing and 

end ofthe novel and it is she who is established as the o d  "writer" of the "textninovel.~ 

Whia society has traditionally not allowed women to speak (out) and be heard by Olothers, 

Alba as -or invats this stereotype when she is the one controlling the word. She allows 

the Olother a chance to speak and tell the Olother side of the story. She does not try to 

silence the male subject in the same way that society bas tried to silence women who may 

For a brief outtine of the changes of narrative voice (Esteban Trueba and Alba), 
see the Appendix 
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speak out, but she still mediates, as she is posited as the implied author of the text. Alba's 

fbction as narrator and %niter" of the story is esseatiPlly an inclusive one. She allows the 

story to be told h m  various points ofviw, each stemming from one of three characters: her 

g a d f k b r ,  her grandmother and h d  The roles of the characters could be shown in the 

following manner: 

Fig 1. Diagram of the narrative structure of La cara tk lm espmtus? 

Figure 1 shows one possible way to envision the aanative structure of the novel: That 

is to see Esteban as a separate character whose aarration is separate from Alba's, insoh as 

it presents his point ofview ofthe . At the sarne time, it is mediated by her, as she traasaibes 

Note that the traditionat 'levels" of muration have not ban portrayed as such in 
this graphic representation of the narrative. This is done intentionally to avoid traditonal 
patriarchal and hierarchical representations. Circles have been chosen partly to avoid this 
and partly because their roundness is representative of f m e  forms. 
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and possiiibly inserprets what he says. He is independent only in that he speaks in first penon. 

Clara's text, on the other hand, is completely incorporated into Alba's text and that 

is why it appears as of C W s  narration me dotted line is intended to show the fia 

accas AIba has to her g m d m o h f s  tad) Thus, Alba in e&c& becomes her grandmother's 

voice, a9she~~ntsthatsbeddannrposSa~havewimd(suchas herparents 

lit5 together More she was born), claiming the authority in these cases due to the fact that 

she is the sole reader ofthe diaries- 

In a certain way, Alba's mediation of the text cwld be regarded as a method of 

b o w  ktwaa grandmother and granddaughter. We how that Clam turned to writing in 

her notebooks after her spoken words were devalued by those around her and she became 

silent- When she did speak, both she - and her words - were either ignored, such as when 

she pndicted the death of her sister (32), or chastised, such as when she spoke aloud during 

Mass (14). Sirnilarty, at the time she wrote them, her diaries were of no interest to anyone." 

Agosin notes that d i i  writing is "una forma pf8Cticada exdusivarnente por mujeres desde 

la Cpoca medieval" (454) and that perhaps it is because Clara's diaries were seen as frivolous 

that they were relegated to the basemeat ofthe M y  home and left there for Wty years. As 

has been noted in the previous chapter, a distinction is made in the novel between "h urtes 

~ O P C S n  and "lm oflcios &mdsticos," with the =arten being regarded as more tiivolous 

f6 It is difficult to conjecture ifClara bad an intended reader or not, but for 
example, the fact that she rcfirsed to allow the +on of first names in the family 
because it would cause conftsion in her notebooks (1 14), seems to'imply at least a 
hypothetical reader. Also' Alba leads the nader to believe that she was the intended reader 
of her grandmother's texts: "Clara 10s escriio p a  qw me sirvierun ahom para rescatat 
las cow del pasado . . ." (41 1) (My emphasis). 
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because it did not pertain to the everyday running of the household. If Clads diaries were 

considered as part 0ttbc"oie" categary, it is udmdable why other characters (especially 

male characters, such as Esteban) collslCdered them of little vslue- 

But Clua's diaries are aot lost because they are read by A h ,  who uses them to help 

her raconstnrct her f s history a d  "sobrevivir a [ou] propio espanto" (41 1). Alba uses 

her power as a writer to ktegmte the words of her grandmother into her own narrative, thus 

preseming both women's stories, testimonies and histories, that is to say, cchist~riesn and 

"herstoriesn, and at the same time recognizing the value of her grandmother's texts and, 

symbolically, the value of other "artes dorn&ticas." 

Equally important is the frct that the writing of these texts is an act practised by 

0 0 women as m a r p h e d  characters without a "voice" to express themselves in society. Each 

one writes about h a  trauma and the violent episodes she survived. Thus, violence, 

marginahtion, injustice and writiag are closely connected in this novel, as Lucas Dobrian 

points out, "Mediaabe Alba, AUende pence sugerir que el poder no siempn se consigue por 

medio de la violencia, la -ion y la bnrtalidad. A1 contrario, la justicia se l o p  a veces 

mediante la comprension y la palabra que des-cubren la injusticia" (3 18). ~7 

This LC of "dis-covering" injustice is achieved through the writing, not through the 

silence one has used to sunhe the violence. Reiterating the pattern of violence-silence- 

d01$tbelsststepisdon~m~cspeWritiqg).Whilesikncecaabeuapositivefe8ture 

Lucas Dobrian seems to be suggesting that "elpoder" and 6chjastid' can be 
used almost synonymusiy and can be understood as the persod ability to do certain 
things, such as reveal injustice and "empower" oneself against larger forces of "power" 
such as dictatorships or the govenrment. 
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of women's aperience and disGoursen (66) as Lsnmce says. Agosh afbms that the inabilay 

to discuss what happened uuder the military dictatorship is normal. She asserts that it is 

through writing - rather than speaking - that one is able to express oneself 

Through writing one may be able to exercise pain and neglect, but not 

torhue, because the inexplicable wires that dispassionately launch dectrical 

currents through the bodies of delirious victims cannot be translated into 

words. What can be put into writing is the f ic t  that the most wmrnon 

elanents are t&e most desired: the amma ofbread and wEi, and the promise 

ofa soft drink on a prisonds birthday. (Wanen of Smoke, 69) 

If one agrees with Cadlo and Ago&, the pattern of violence-silencec~eation is most 

certady comprised of causal relationships, ratha than simple wrrelations of behaviour Iftbis 

is the case, the creation undertaken by each character is more than simply a recreational 

pastime, as the act itself becomes imbued with connotations of courage and SUTYiVal and 

inseparable h m  the events that preceded it. 

In the contad ofthe novd then, Alba's act of '%txd@' ha grandmother's text fiom 

the basement serves not only to help her fiIl in the gaps in her story and hefp her to survive 

h a  own ordeal, but also sem to give voice to her grandmother's silence. The memories are 

p r d  the story is passed on and the silent tales kept secretly stored are shared so that 

others may know what bas passed. 
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Inttmoven Melnirgs: Chilean lllpilzcras 

Wbik each of the charactas in Anende's work of fiction turn to artistic d o n  after long 

periods of silence provoked by some violent episode, there exjsts a parallel acperience for 

women in Cbile who broke their silence by creating mpilIems, a f k  the cmq d'efcrt in 1973 

in that country. The feminist d c  and literary and political theorist, Marjorie Agosin, has 

dedicated d o u s  studies to the Chilean arpiIiernrs and the social and political significance of 

their representations. In Women of Smoke, she expfains that: 

ApIIems are appliqudd wall hangings that are made from Mtovers, unused 

objects, and pieces of throm-out cloth. Beautifid, detailed tapestries, fidl of 

color and sun, are constructed from things that have been discarded. The 

arpillerar project an image that is absohrtely clear, and trans& specific 

messages such as "No More Torture," "Zone of Huagefa and "Zone of 

Pain". (75) 

Cathaine Boyie also notes the connection between the upilleras and hunger I 
lack of available food during the years of violence in Chile, as she acplaius how the 
arpileristar rdpresented this in their work: 

'Women had, sixsce the mid-1970ts, depicted in testimonial tapestries, mpilerm, 
the oih cosmln, the common pot, a type of soup kitchen set up by neighborhood 
orphations, often in collaboration with Church solidarity-groups . . . the dh 
connbr besame an integral part ofthe mpilerrrs, as a standard depiction of 
diminished resources and the diminished a b i i  of parent to look after and protect 
their children." (1 67) 
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xn. - 2. The production d Chilean apiiileros (top row) and coinpiered arpii/erc=s- %:om 

?/iajorie Agosin, Scrqs qf Lg': Cizlem ..lrpiiferas (Tcromc, 1987) 68-59. 



Agosin weaves references to qilferas into many of her critical works such as h a  article 

entitled "Agujas que hablan: las qilleristas cbilenas," but it is in her book, ,Scrqs MLifQ: 

CIriIean ArpilIerus, where she g a s  into the most d e t d  about this art form, estabmg 

herself as one of the tew scholars who has published a work exclusively dedicated to the 

subject She notes that the history of the tupilleros is difIidt to trace and may be 'tay old 

and widespnad" (49). Nonetheless, she points to filklorist Violeta Parra who spoke for the 

poor and oppressed in songs and in tapestywork done on burlap (noting that the vay word 

"orpiliera" means "burlap") in the 1950s as a possible inspion for the capilleras of the 

1970s (49). She also spearlate that brishtly~~~lored embroideries originating fnrm Isla Negra 

in the 1960s and crafted by wives of fishermen which were later sold to add to the W y ' s  

income (49-50) may have iduenced the women of the '70q who also sold their arpilleras 

to earn money. 

However, the ~lp i IZen '~ ,  individuals and small collectives ofwomen who created 

the arpiiZerm, united as a group in 1974, the year after the d i ta ry  c a p .  A Catholic 

orgaddon called "La Viiawia dr b Mickairtri:" the Vicarate of Solidarity," sponsored 

ahnoon worbbops in order fbr women to unite and create the mpiiIeras (Agosin, Women 

d w ,  75)" Tbc rrrpr'IUrm were later sold and the money went back to the women who 

" In Skmps of Life: Chilean Arpillerus, Agoh states that the Vicarate of 
Solidarity is "a body ofthe Church that is concerned with defhding human rights and 
functions under the special protection of the Archbishop, now Cardim& of Santiagon (3). 

" In &qps of Lge: Chiiem ArpiIIerc~s, Agosin points out that under the Vicarate 
of Solidarity's protection, some of these same women united to fork the "Association of 
F d e s  of the Detained-Disappeared," an organization dedicated to Wing the truth 
about what happened to the disappeared in Chile (3, 12), and she later notes that the 
twenty members of the Association were a@lIeri&s (44). 
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had made them to help them support their fbdies?' Boyie notes that the artwork was sold 

clandestinely, for the most part, and it was "kgely invisible witbin the country, still, in the 

last years of the dictatorship, hidden undanenh counters and only produced fir sale on 

fe~uest'' (168). Although the arptZeri&kas acted with the blessing of the ficanb de IU 

SoIidwiM, they - and their work - were not immune to censorship or threats h m  the 

military. 

Naming and Rcdrimiag: The Wcmtion of Identity 

Even though the Church sponsored the workshops in which they wen created, the 

mpllerczr were! seen as subvasive, due to the nature of the political and social message that 

were '%woven" into than. When the act of crating a wall hanging - of sewing - becomes a 

subvasive om, it ceases to be a simple "me  dbrne'stica,," a pmly recreational activity, such 

as the ones mentioned in Auende's novel (81). As Agosin notes, "The messages translnitted 

by the apdiferi h d h t e l y  captun the u%eacy of the women's situations. The women who 

make orpilerar are leading the way in challenging the system by using something purely 

traditional, needlewo& as a weapon that d d e s  silence and the imposed orda" (Wmen of 

Smoke 75). 

Before the creation of the capilleras, needles - the principal tool of needlework - 
wexe used to embroider tablecloths (as Rosa did in the novel), to mend socks, and the like. 

Many women were lef€ as single-parents during the dictato~~hi~ due to the fhct 
that their husbands (and brothers, fithers, uncles, etc.) had disappeared. Thus many 
women were left with the domestic aptdfi~#~~~~iai responsiiities of mahtahhg the 
household and raising the childnn 
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However, once the political situation changes, the women utilize whatever tools they have 

at hend and know how to use - in this case, the sewing needle and scraps of fabric - as their 

weapon against the dictatorship. In this case, they use their tools and skills in their wall 

hangings to tdl an (untoid) hishedstory that is a fsr cry from the official History the mihary 

wished to estabhh Thrq tbe domestic sad prime solitary act of doing needlework becomes 

politicized as women unite to create the apiIJeras. 

There is a padelism to be noted here between the reai Ue act of creating mpileras 

and the act ofwritiag m La aaca & bs espki&s. Clara's act of writing had been an apolitical, 

personal(id) and individual endeavour, one much like the needlework done quietly and as 

a pastime by women More the dictatorship. However with chang/edhg political 

circumstances, Alba - younger by two generations - channels her aeative abilities to 

express, reflect upon and rebel against the injustice the dictatorship brings. Unlike her 

grandmother, W s  act of writing is not a solitary one. She incorporates the text of her 

grandmother and also allows her gmdfkther to tell his story, so that the final product is a 

collective effort on the part of all three characters to tell the f b i l y ' s  hidher/story. 

One could argue that the parallelism is flawed because while arpilleras are created 

typically by small pups of women (though each one creates her own atpillem), Alba's 

"collective" includes the mrsculiae infIuence of her granckhther. While this is true, one 

co- is that within the narative context ofthis novel, Anmde chooses to indude, 

to portray and to posit the male figure as being as much a victim of circumstance as is the 

female character who is allowed to tell her story through narration. In this instance, by 

Esteban's p s p c t h e  to enter into the story, the mimathe gains another dimension, 
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one which emmmges (qpim? allows?) a man active reading than a simple linear, univocal 

narration would hnn naxs&W. Anatba aqmmt (though a weaker one) is that narration 

a n d d e w o r k a n ~ a a a S ~ ~ t h e m d e f i p i s a s  capableas thefbdeinins 

re@- 

N p  these counterarguments, the padleiism between the progression of 

creation b m  a solitaryy apolitical craft to a collective, highly politicized act done out of a 

strong social consciousness and an aWatCIless that representing the past is a way to keep it 

f h m  being forgotten, is evident both in the narrative context of the novel and in the case of 

the Chilean wornens' needlework. 

Thae is also a strong structural parallelism bstween the mpilerus and the novel- As 

Agosin notes in the very title of her book, Skzcrpls of Lfe: Chileon cupiIJetasy the wall- - were mated with small uscraps" or pieces of cloth, along with a burlap background 

(e) brightly colored thnad or yarn The structure ofthe novel is similar. The various 

points of view (such as Esteban's and Alba's) along with Clara's diaries are the difkrent 

pi- or "scraps" fiom which the story is woven togetha. Indad, Alba's role as cbronicler 

and writer rsquires that she put together the diffennt pieces of the story so that they present 

a cohamt (ifnot complex) p i d m  to the reader In &ect, Alba's role directly correlates to 

that of an mpilen". Both use bits of material to tell a story, to prrsave memories and to 

aaff something which will endue for generations to come. 

SpsaLing of presaVing memories, one way in which the upikristcl~ chose to 

represent the past was to embroider on the reverse of each atpiflm the names of her own 

friends and f M l y  merPbas who disappsared drning the years ofthe dictatorship. This aspect 



of the indicates that behind each d injustice ilhrstrated on the front of the piece 

- an injustice that afEcted Chileans oolltdivdy - the personal or individual sdMngs were 

also repre~citted. In other words, ahhough the c l p p i U i  were of€- made by small groups 

of women, their individual connection to their work and to the war was never forgotten 

Thaewrnnenwishcdtopmcmtheitw~bis(her/storicsbut they alsodid not wanttheir 

&C dqpad" to be forgotten. Nor did they want them known as only part of a nameless or 

faceless collective, but as buman beings with names and identities who had fbilies and 

Wends who would remember th- The act of naming each one is an attempt to re-create 

their lost identities so that they will not be forgotan Thus the recrestional act of needlework 

also becomes the "re-creational" work of preserviag not only their collective hisflredstories, 

but also ofremembering their lost loved ones. 

The question of personal identity as it is related to disappearance and torture is one 

too vast to explore in tbis project, but it should be noted that the custody, that is to say the 

''dzb@@' and 'Wemnce," of one's name is inextricably linked to the presemation of 

one's identity. Alicia Partmy, a survivor ofdisapmce  in Argentina aotes that: 

At the L i e  ~ c h o d n  I don't have a last name. Only Vasca [ha co-prisoner 

and fiend] calls me by name. The guards have repeatedly said that numbers 

wiUbeuscdtocaUus, butsofkthathasbanjustathreat.. . . mheyhave 

called me Death. Mayk that is why every day, when I wake up, I say to 

mysctfthat I, Aiicia Partnoy, am still alive. (4243) 

Partnoy explains that she was imprisoned in a "concentration camp which the 
military ironically named the L i e  School (Lo lkuelitcr)" 14. 
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By remembehg her new, PartPoy retains a sense of identity and individuality in a 

prison where 1 uqtives are treated inhumme and ucouid be killed at any moment'' (61). 

Agosin afEms Partnoy's testimony and notes that, "The soldiers use the tactic ofrrfaring 

to the ppisoners by mrmbas, because a name, even if it is used by a t o m ,  invokes 

memories ofthe voices ofmothas, kothas, sisters and te&ers, and they know that memory 

is a powerfbl tool for SUnrivaln (Warnen of S n r k  70). 

For the Q I P ~ Z ~  - mothers who do Rmember - the irony is that while they chose 

to try to preserve the individual identities of their loved ones who had disappeared by 

embroidering their names on the back of the arpilleras, the artists were in grave danger of 

becoming dissppcared themsdves fix undertaking such a "subvefSiven act. As Agosin points 

out, Wecause of the d&ce of censorship and the subvasive themes represented in the 

arpilleras, the arpillcristas must mnain anonymous to protect both themselves and their 

fiunikes'' (75). In other words, once the women's passive "me histid turned politid, 

these women were noticed enough to be considered subversives rud regarded as a threat to 

the dictatorship. Working as part of a collective ailowed them to mask their individual 

ideutities and thetupiUrelicd 0ntheanOnymay ofthese coUectives (and, ofcourse, the 

proteaion of the Vicarate of Solidarity) to offa than protection. Whik they named their 

d&qxad, these artists could not or would not sign or otherwise name themselves on their 

art. 

This is one aspect of reality which ditfas greatly fiom the novel. In L4 dP I o s  

eqr'riftrs, despite the fad that Alba (as narrator) remains anonymous throughout much of the 

nod, her identity as narrator and writer I creator is uttimately d e d .  Moreover, it is not 
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clear that this auonyndry is an attempt to protect herselfhm the same fbrces that tortured 

her and kidmpped her bva, MigueL At various points in the novel, the anonymous -tor 

r e k s  to hhdhasdfas "I" (see Appedk), establishing that it is not a collective who speaks, 

but an individual who names b i u h d f b y  the ht-pason sh@u subject pronoun In other 

words, the "mllectiven in the nod is not a conscious or o v d y  stated attempt on the part 

of the characters to mask the identities ofthose individuals who unite to narrate a story 

through artistic creation. 

Is this an ovdgbt on Allende's part? It is difl6icult to speculate on the reasons why 

the danger of creatiqg such "subversive art" or of telling one's story is not represented in the 

novel One reason fix this perhaps is that, while the qiZZdstas were living in the realay of 

the dictatorship and constantly under threat of becoming disappeared themselves, the 

chamctem ofthe novel resided in the comfort of fiction- The creator oftbis fiction, Allmde, 

unlike the mpiZieristar, was removed b m  immediate danger by living in exile when she 

chose to tell her story- 

Dictating the Past: Pmrving Memories Through -tic Creations 

Despite the di.fIierences mentioned above, both the qilIeras and the narration ofLu 

ccz~a L Ak qriilZcs sbare the pwpose of tell@ a story and pnsmring the memories of what 

has passed (d those who have passed on). This is dearly statEd in the novel when Alba says: 

Mi obudo two  la idea de que escncbi6nunos esta historia 

- Asi llewte las *ces contigo si algim dia'times que irte de equl 

hijita - dijo. (409) 
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This quotatiotl not oaly sqgests that one write in order to prrssrve one's memories, but  SO 

addresses the very real question of people -- artists and writers included - having to leave 

thdr homdand and set down "roots" ehmke, as did AUcnde herself This citation suggests 

that by writing down the past, one can take one's "rootsn with them to remember not O* 

events and people, but placcs as d. 

Alba later mnarks that hr gmdmotk  ah0 wrote to pr*iavt the M y ' s  memories: 

Mi abuela ~ S Q I ~ O  &rank dncuenta aiios en sus d e m o s  de anotar la vida 

Escamoteados por algunos espiritus simplices, se s a l m n  milagrosamente 

de la pira intirme doade pancierori tantos oms papeles de la fhdia. Los 

tengo aqui, a mis pies, atados con cintas de colores, sepados por 

acontecimieatos y no por orden cronologiw, tal wmo ella 10s dqo antes de 

irse. Clara 10s acnio para qye me sirvieran ahora para rescatar Ias cosas del 

pasado y sobrevivir a mi propio espanto. (41 1) 

This presemtion of memories is also an important aspect of the m e e m  In Women of 

Smake Agosin mtes that the arpiIdsiar knew of the danger in which they put themselves 

byaaftiag t h e i r d m  butthat theydid so in order to maintain the memories of their 

dissppearrd and to record a history that represented the d d  in which they lived, not the one 

the dictatorship wanted to portray: 

[In] the WO- who make ~ p i ' t o  record, save and help their loved ones 

. . . we observe women who, in times of profound social, economic and 

historical crisis, traasform their realities by means of an artistic object. They 

do not intend to obscure the reaky in which they find themselves. On the 
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c o n t r a r y , ~ t b e y i n t a d ~ o ~ ~ a n d s b o w ~ t o ~ s p e c t a t o r .  Byrmlring 

visible Chile's aunnt reality, they defy the power of the O ~ ~ ~ ~ S S O I S -  (79) 

Both the wvd and the cvpifkrar save to tell stories and represent events which were not 

officially recognized. Cnation became (iiii still?) a muma in which to express oneselfwhen 

(spoken) words alone are not suflEcia or- too difficult to express. Boyle notes that, 

"The willera . . . . became, more than a testimonys the deposit for memoty, for ways of 

expmshg and talking about those years, ways of saying without using words" (168). While 

the principal assertion of this project is that a pattern of violence-silence-cration can be 

established in the novel, it can also be noted in the situations of the apiIIen'stas and other 

artists who lived in Chile during the 1970s. They witnessed the violence of the militllry 

dictatorship, became silent (due to censorship or fm of the military and/or disappearing 

themPelve) and later began to express those fears, dong with other emotions, in their works 

of art. Thus, in the case ofthe Chileaa women, their deace leads to the production of their 

orpr'IIer4~. What they cannot verbize is expressed through the stories they tell in their art. 

The orpilleras, which include front and back panels md the q p l i p i d  pieces on the hnt ,  

are d-layered, much like their- own stories, which include the personal, familial. political 

and social layers. 

In fad, Bayle goes so far as to argue that the significance of the apillerar does not 

lay in the fact that they anpowered women financially or that they had the protection ofthe 

Viccnrb Cie la SbZithfdzd to create than in Church-sponsored workshops; but that their 

importance remains in the fhct that they are - and will continue to be - historical remnants 

of a Chile that was tom apart by military dictatorship: 
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The mpilleras are a store for the memory; the women who make them, the 

mp'JIim&zs, are the gudians ofth memory ofthepoblbclbres in the ycars 

when aay overt, verbal expression of this memory was disallowed &am, and 

when any real and visible social existence was denied in the interests of the 

'tranquillity' of society. (Boyle 167) 

The mpilerrar become, thus, not only an attempt to re-aeate the identity of the 

disappeared, whose narnes were sewn on to the reverse of the wall hangings, but also an 

&rt to reawe ad preserve an unofficial history. In other words, ifthe government tried 

to shred the Writ of the country and (re)present (f'abricate) History as it saw fit, the 

a?pi- gathend togetha as a coRedive with the took they bad at their disposal to patch 

together a history which would not forget the pain and suffering of thdr people. 

Representations on a Larger Scale 

As we have drawn parallds between the wok of the f d e  characters of the novel 

and the a p i Z I e r i ~  who wove their own story into burlap sacks, so we have moved from 

fiction to reality, attempting to show how fiction can represent reality and how, at times, 

reality tries to rewrite I -present the fiction that certain authorities, such as a dictatorial 

government, would have as History. 

This does not m~ that fiction is reality or vice vase; rather that they are linked, for, 

as Gloria Bsutista aflirms. "La meta del esaitor w es copiar la realidad, sin0 encontra&, 

descubtiendo asi una nueva realidad. . ." (304). It cwld be said that this goal is not only one 

of writers, but of other artis& as d As has been established hughout this project, writing 
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is simpfy one fbrm deqremiq oftelling one's story, be it within the microantext 

of the novd, or within the ofsockty. We have seen how tach principal f d e  

chmcter in the n o d  tries to "find" her own reality - after surviving violence, withdrawing 

into herselfin sileace and finally moving on to creatk expression through an artistic form- 

SimWy,  we bave expanded upon how the Chilean rapilen'slrr~ tried to dis=covcr their own 

reality through the creation oftheir wall-haugings. 

The mpilldstcrs were not alone in their &rts to pnsave the memories of the 

disappeared or represent events that happened in their artwork Other artists have also 

addressed questions such as the ones Agosin poses in Women of Smoke, Where d how 

does one express oneselfin a cowmy that has been ovawhelmed by fear? Where does one 

take d g e  amidst the pain and despait?" (74). The answer, for Agosin, and evidently some 

of her compatriots, lies not only in the apillws, but in other "art actionsn performed by 

Chileans during the 1970s. She explains that: 

Many unofficial street pafomances have been achieved in Pinochet's Chile 

in which an individual places hidherdin the core of a city in crisis. In this 

way, the city's inhabitants become the amral theme of the art. They become 

the objects a d  materiaI of a creation that is vital and alive. From this are born 

what are called "art actions*. (75) 

She gives the example of the milkmen who stopped W c  in order to distribute milk in the 

poorest barrios of Saabisgo noting that, "The public observed the trucks, and immediately 

deciphered the subtle message behind the action: the truck drivers were defjiag the 

dictatorship by distriiuting milk to the poor" (75). 
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U p  first Oonsidcmion, one may question what miJkmen have to do with writers, or 

ndeWOlltCtS or the fictitious chrackm of Isllkl Allende. The above example serves to re- 

aftinnthathDsewhohavtkcn~arrhooseto liveinsilence aftersmivhgviolence, 

may-8ncl~-COIlSCi~wcthetoolg ~ a n d f t s o u r c e s  they haveat theirdisposal 

to express themselves freely- ID doing so, they create a "space of their own" - be it on a 

page, in a Clnach workshop or m the public space of the capital of a country - in which they 

can mcma& I re!-- hisma/story - and add to the images ofthe colledve rnemoxy which 

will not be erased by any other &on of History. 



Conclusions 

'Qing Up the Loose Ends 

Thus we bave shown that silence plays an importaut role in La cma cle Im eqmfrrs, its main 

function being a refbge for the fhale characters, a se~imposed sensory asylum h m  the 

violmce papdrated by the m a  around them. The silence &rms a shield that the men will not 

essay. Despite Estebau's threats* and despite his violence toward his wifb7 Clara, and his 

daughter, Hmca, when they stop speaking to him and despite his bastard son's, Esteben 

Garcia's treatment of Alba when she refbses to engage in dialogue wit& hh, the men are 

weakened by the women's muteness and cannot broach it. This thesis has shown that there 

is always motivation for silence, and m the nod, that impetus has ofken been a violent one. 

Clara's silences were a product of witnessing the assault of her sister and the domestic abuse 

of her husband. Blanca's most prominent silence was prrfaced by a brutal beating by her 

hther. AIba's silence in jail was preceded and punctuated by tortun and rape- 

Despite its evidad importance, this problematic has not been extensively explored in 

acaddc investigations or literary aitia'sm d the  novel, except m a nominal manner by critics 

such as Swanson. Rather, the themes ofpolitics, magical d s m  and matriarchy have been 

the prhwy bases for liteeary dialogue about the novel, since these are the dements which are 

most obvious upon coasiddon ofthis wok Ahbough silence is a sigr6ficant element in this 

novel, it is not one that is as overt or conspicuous as the more popular aspects that have been 

studied. This project has been an attempt to give voice to silence 00 that it may figun more 

praioently in scholarty discussions of the work. As has been demonitrated, once one begins 

to sady silence in one context, its fimction in other contexts becomes evident and relevant. 
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This is the case with the Chilean orpr'IIertzs and otha art actions, often perfbrmed in silence 

as acts of rebellion and / or sunrivat, 

In this pmject, the efbrts to understand and dehe  silence, while certahdy not 

orhaustiy have f d  on aspests of siknce that are touched upon in the novel, inchding 

the spiritusl and calming e&cts of silena, and silence within a litaary context. This 

definition, of case, demands acknowl- that silence does not exist in a void. Silence 

is both an mnt in the narrative and a linguistic sign that can be interpreted and understood 

as baving diffaem meanhgs, depending upon the context in which it occurs. Like its verbal 

counterpart, language, it has a context which shapes and defines its meaning. 

E. Thomspon Shields claims that, "All we have to help us understand the world are 

words. And words control us, not so much by what they say, but by what they do not say" 

(85). This concept, while being neatly pdapl, embodies the nductionist concept of silence 

that we have tried to avoid in this study. Ot course words can control a subject, but as the 

principal fhnale characters ofthe novel cleariy demonstrate, one can rebel against words by 

refusing to enter into the system in wbich men control both the words and the power. 

Furthermare, both the cbaraders ofthis aovd and red women such as the mpiilen'star or the 

Madns de h Plaza de Uayo have disproved Shield's assertion that, "all we have to help us 

undastand the world are words'' (85). It hes been demonstrated that not only words (spoken 

or witten) help us understad the world, but so do embroideries, wall-hangings, potmy and 

other art fbrms. Sjmxh, as St- is indeed not the only fbrm of communication we 

use (91). 

Silence affkts the lins of the three principal f d e  characters when they actively 
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embrace silence at various points in their lives; these ocarr during or afta violent or 

trsrrmatic events. They withdraw inside a private ~ p =  to - w e .  they m o t  

control what is being done to their bodies, they sffirm the power they have over their 

dialectical space by r&&g to speak, by rehsing their 888fessors access to their words. 

The refbge sought in this N e t  space of silence p a  the women's exploration and 

aprrssicm ofthemeks and their experiences through some fbm of artistic creation Afta 

or during ha silence, each woman begins to create: to write, to haad-build clay figures, to 

sing, etc. Tha, a causal relationship between violence, silence and creation can be established 

within the hework of the novel. The characters reclaim silence, imbuing it with new 

meaning and new power, a power that cannot be controlled by the male figure. Once the 

characters have empowered themselves by withdrawing fiom violence (inflicted by d e s ,  

who d-or np.eseslt patriarchal values), they then proceed on to creation, traditionally - 
and biologically - a f d e  endeavour. 

The pattern of violence - silence - creation can not only be identified wabin the 

context of this fictional work, but crlso in real life, as has been demonstrated in the cases of 

Argenthean Medns de la P l m  de Mayo, the Chilean a p i i I e r i ~  and others who 

e m h m r e d  to create "art actions'', as defined by Agosin. But labelling these actions almost 

to duce  their d u e .  They were deed anistic and political in nature, but they were 

more than that. For the qilZen3m, their art is dso a form of economic sustainmm. For the 

Madres of the P h  de Mayo, their art is a mahod of questioning the dictatorship and its 

~ o n s -  For both groups, their art is a method to p m e  the past, as' the women who mate 

and protest in dace become historians who mhse to forget what has ocarrred in their 
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codes and win not 61ta in their objective to question what the goverament has done to 

their disappemd loved ones. 

The art, like the silence, is redefined by the women who create it and i d h e  it with 

new (politicized) meaning The women use the tools, materials and resources available to 

distance themselves from destructive forces based on Pmiprchd d u e s  and to re-inscxi'be 

themselves and their art. These creations sem not only to tell a story, but also to preserve 

a history. In the case of the embroidered kerchief3 ofLas Madns de la Plaza de Uayo and 

the apikm, the w is also an attempt to racnate and preserve the i d d e s  of loved ones 

who have disappearrd under military dictatorship. The art will oudive its creator(s) and wiU 

save as -OXIS br fbture generations, just as Clara's text saved as testimony fbr Alba 
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APP& 

Changes in Narrative Voice in Lo & los espiiilus 

The nanatke structurr ofthis mvel is cornpiex, incorporating three distinct types of changes 

within the narration: 

1. Cbuges of narrative voice: there are two voices which alternate to tell the story. 

Both use first and third pason The reader is ginn clues throughout the aarration that 

the two have a d o n ,  but their relationship is not explicitly revealed until the end 

of the novel. 

2. Changes of tint: there are "jumps" in time, mostly jumps ofmonths or years. 

3. Changes in setting: the stov takes place in the city and at the country home, LIZF 

Tres M i .  

The changes in narrative voice take place without warning and at irregular intervals in the 

narrative. In the last chapter, it is revealed that the two nanators are Esteban Trueba and 

Alba Furtbermore, dl portions oftbe story told m Esteban's voice are mediated by Alba who 

apparerdiy bas tmmibed the portion of Ys narration, though it is m a  cleariy stated if she 

has thmcribedor rirterpnreted her pdfather 's  version The following page-by-page guide 

to changes in narrative voice saves as a quick index, rather than an exhautive study of the 

narratk voioe. It should be noted that dl page citations d'kr to the original Spanish text as 

noted in the bibliography. 



Page by Page Guide to Cburges in N m t i v t  Voice 

This table denotes the exact pages aarraad by each character- 

At thnes, both chraaders are listed as narrating the same page, 

indicating that t h e  is a change somewhere on that page. 

Sometimes these changes take place at the beginning of 

chapten, ie., Estebads voice takes o m  at the start of 

Chapters 6 and 10. Other changes take place within the 

chapters themselves and are indicated by a doublespaced Grit. 

Other than this ptrysicat indication on the page, the reader relies 

on verb tenses and point ofview (ht person or third person) 

to ascertain who is  tehg  the story. 

Asthetableindiclttcs, A h ,  who speaksmostiyinthird 

person, both begins and ends the mmti011, Esteban, speaking 

in first person, takes over eleven times throughout the novel. 

Clearly, Alba's voice dominates, as she mmtes 349 pages 

while Esteban's voice prevails for only 50 pages. 

This guide is intended only to show brom whose point 

of view the story is being told a any giwa time. It is recagnind 

that Alba is presented as the fictitious author and therefore 

mediates the entire narrative, even when the story is being told 

from Esteban's point of view. 




